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Abstract
This dissertation presents the investigation of magnetic exchange and anisotropy
in novel metal-organic complexes containing minimum number of magnetic ions.
Such complexes can serve as a model system to understand the exciting magnetic
phenomenas in such class of materials and also can put forward as candidates for
the so called molecular nanomagnets.
A direct assessment of the effective magnetic moment and the effective interaction
between the metal ions in the complex can be done using magnetization measure-
ments. Here the magnetization studies are performed as a function of temperature
and field using a SQUID magnetometer. Yet another powerful tool to character-
ize and determine the spin levels, the ESR spectroscopic methods, has also been
exploited. The study of the dynamical properties of this class of materials was rel-
evant to understand the relaxation mechanism in the low temperatures. For this a
new ac susceptometer has been built in house which was another main objective of
this dissertation work. The design, fabrication, calibration and automation done on
this device is presented in this thesis. The device has been tested using the known
molecular magnet Mn12 acetate, and the antiferromagnet Dy2PdSi3.
The present work is mainly focused on the magnetic properties of Mn, Ni and Fe
based organometallic complexes. The studied Mn dimer with different acceptor and
donor ligands exhibit the fine tuning of the electron density at the core of molecular
complex by variation in ligands. This in turn shows that the change in peripheral
ligands can control the magnetism of the molecule. The influence of the change
in Ni-S-Ni bond angle in the magnetic exchange interaction is studied in a Ni(II)
dimer and a Ni(II)trimer complex. The Ni dimer complex shows a ferromagnetic
interaction (J = −42 K) whereas trimer shows an antiferromagnetic interaction (J
= 140 K). Another Ni based complex bridged via phosphorous has been studied
which shows the existence of glassy nature at low temperature. Also a polymeric
chain compound based on Fe is studied and presented. All these phosphorous or
sulphur bridged complexes are novel materials and these are the first data on these
complexes.
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1. Introduction
The history of magnetism pave the way back to 4th century with the discovery of
magnetic loadstone, magnetite (FeO-Fe2O3). After this a systematic exploitation of
magnets and magnetism started which undoubtedly expanded from the beginning
of 21st century. Over the course of past few decades intense efforts have been aimed
to find alternatives for conventional magnets. Among these approaches the design of
novel spin bearing materials, applying the toolbox of organic chemistry, gained much
attention. Extraordinary flexibility of molecular chemistry allowed to synthesize
magnetic materials using molecules as building blocks. Molecular species can be
used as bridges between transition metal/rare-earth atoms or in some cases it is
this molecular species itself provides unpaired spin density. The use of spins residing
on organic moieties (ie, in p orbitals) in magnets is in contrast to the behavior of
classical magnets. In these molecule based magnets, interesting physics has been
found which are due to the quantum behavior of the spin system specific for molecule
based systems and not for conventional magnets.
The earlier concepts about molecules which states that they are purely nonmag-
netic/diamagnetic entities, changed in course of time when several discoveries were
made in this area which pointed out that certain types of molecules posses large
magnetic moment and can even have a stable orientation like in traditional mag-
nets. This led researchers to concentrate on achieving organic based ferromagnets
in late 1970’s. One main reason for the interest in organic ferromagnets was the re-
alization that organic compounds can be designed to have some properties usually
associated with inorganic materials and with metals in particular [1]. It has been
found that even though the majority of organic compounds are insulators, some of
them behave as conductors and in some cases even as superconductors [1]. After
pioneering works by several groups, [2, 3] first purely organic ferromagnets based on
nitronyl nitroxides were reported. However the ferromagnetic ordering temperature
was only very low below 0.6 K [4]. After several attempts in order to achieve fer-
romagnetic ordered state at easier accessible temperatures, sulphur based organic
radicals showed ferromagnetism with critical temperature as high as 37 K [5].
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1 Introduction
Based on coordination chemistry, molecules containing a large number of magnetic
centers are synthesized and studied in past decades. The field of molecular mag-
netism started to evolve slowly into an interdisciplinary research area of physicists
and chemists. The identification of the first single molecular magnet was made in
1993 [6] when the molecular complex Mn12 acetate synthesized already back in
1980 [7] was found to exhibit magnetic hysteresis, which is purely of molecular
origin. Since then several molecules were synthesized and studied. These kind of
metal-organic clusters can individually exhibit the classical properties of a magnet
below a critical temperature called the blocking temperature, and can also exhibit
quantum tunneling of magnetization and quantum phase interference which are key
properties needed for materials to function as quantum bits (qubits). The main goal
was to achieve high spin ground state and high energy reversal barrier so that the
molecule can achieve slow relaxation of magnetization. The exciting properties of
these materials proposed several potential applications in the field of basic research
and in nanotechnology not only as quantum bits, but also as data storage, magnetic
refrigerants and in biomedical fields .
The main aim of this thesis is to investigate the magnetic exchange interaction and
formation of magnetic moments in novel metal organic complexes. Also the study
of magnetic anisotropy and the dynamical properties are relevant to understand the
fascinating properties of these materials. When two paramagnetic transition metal
ions are present in the same molecular entity, the magnetic properties can be totally
different from the sum of the magnetic properties of each ion surrounded by its near-
est neighbours [8]. These new properties depend on the nature and the magnitude
of the interaction between the moments of the metal ions through the bridging lig-
ands. The influence of change in ligands on the magnetism of metal ion is addressed
in this thesis. It is well known from the Goodenough-Kanamori rules that 180 ◦
cation-anion-cation bond angle between the occupied orbitals favors antiferromag-
netic exchange interactions and 90 ◦ bond angle favors ferromagnetic interactions.
Now the question arises what is the nature of interaction if the bond angle changes
or in other words how the change in bond angle can influence the magnetism of the
whole molecule. The interplay of cation-anion-cation bond angles in the magnetism
of the molecules is studied and presented here. The static and dynamic studies on
these novel metal-organic complexes gives information on the electron density of
states on the metal ions and also the effective magnetic interaction between the
ions. The study of effective magnetic moment provides an indication of the num-
ber of unpaired electrons present in the metal center and allows to discriminate
between the high and low spin forms of the same metal ion thereby understanding
the influence of crystal electric fields on the metal ions.
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In order to investigate the dynamic properties of these molecules, a specially de-
signed ac susceptometer has been constructed in house which is another aim of this
dissertation work. The study of ac susceptibility can give valuable information about
the relaxation mechanism and the anisotropic energy. In the well known molecular
magnet Mn12 acetate, the study of magnetic properties started with the ac sus-
ceptibility measurements and their analysis [9]. It allowed to study the blocking
temperature below which the relaxation of magnetization becomes slow for a single
molecular magnet. Hence it was important to construct a highly efficient machine
to understand the low temperature feature of the low magnetic moment samples.
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 deals with the fundamental equations
and theories which are necessary to explain the results obtained. Also a short in-
troduction to the field of molecular magnetism is given. Chapter 3 consists of two
parts. The first part presents the main experimental techniques used in this the-
sis. Following this the second part describes the design and fabrication of newly
built ac susceptometer. In Chapter 3 the test measurements performed on two com-
pletely different compounds, the famous molecular magnet Mn12 acetate and an
antiferromagnet Dy2PdSi3 using the new device are presented. In Chapter 5 and 6
the main results obtained for the novel organometallic complexes probed by static
magnetization, ESR and AC susceptibility measurements are presented. Chapter
5 discusses the properties of Mn, Ni and Fe complexes which are linked via 1, 2-
diphosphocyclopentadienide bridges. The fine tuning of electron density by chang-
ing the peripheral ligands in the case of Mn based complex is presented. In the
analogous Ni based complex static studies revealed a ferromagnetic interaction be-
tween the metal ions and a low temperature glassy phase is also detected from
the dynamic studies. The chapter concludes with the investigation of the magnetic
properties on an Fe based polymeric chain compound. Chapter 6 reveals the study
of Ni based dinuclear and trinucler complexes. The main subject of this chapter is
how the change in bond angle influences the magnetic properties of these complexes.
The important results from this dissertation are concluded in Chapter 7.
3
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2. Fundamentals
In this chapter, some key equations and basic theories which are essential to in-
terpret the data are established. The magnetic properties of the metal ions and
their interaction with organic complexes are studied in this thesis work. Hence the
focus of this chapter will be introducing the basic concepts of magnetism in 3d ions
and also a brief review of the common class of materials, the molecular magnets, is
presented.
2.1. Magnetic moments
Magnetic moment is an important and fundamental term in magnetism. Magnetic
moment of an atom is the vector sum of all its electronic moments. From Stern-
Gerlach type experiments it is well understood that the electrons carry a spin,
s=1/2 and they carry a magnetic moment. The two possible origins for atom’s
magnetic moment are the orbital motion of the electron around the nucleus and the
spin motion of the electron about its own axis. In quantum mechanics the angular
momentum associated with the orbital motion and spin motion are quantized in
units of h̄. Hence in an isolated ion the magnetic moment due to orbital motion
is −µBl/ h̄ and due to spin motion is −gµBs/ h̄ with spectroscopic splitting factor
(or the g factor for the free electron), g as ∼= 2.0023. Here µB is the Bohr magneton
and l and s represents the orbital and spin quantum numbers respectively.
The most simplified case is the moment of an isolated atom arising due to its inter-
action with the applied magnetic field. This can be best explained by the Hamilto-
nian [10],
Ĥ = Ĥ0 + µB(L+ gS) ·B+
e2
8me
∑
i
(B× ri)2 (2.1)
where Ĥ0 is the original Hamiltonian of the free atom, e2/8me
∑
i(B× ri)2 is the
diamagnetic term. This temperature independent negative term arises when an
5
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external magnetic field induces a current which give rise to a magnetic moment
opposite to the field. This is comparatively small, but is an underlying property
of matter which is always present. The dominant perturbed term µB(L+ gS) ·B
is due to the paramagnetic moment in which the cancellation of moment is only
partial and hence there is a net magnetic moment. This is observed in atoms or
molecules having unpaired electrons.
The magnetic moment of the atom is associated with its total angular momentum J
which is the sum of orbital and spin angular momentum. In the quantum mechanical
approach, the z component of the magnetic moment m, of J for each atom can have
2J+1 values from -J to +J . Now if we apply a magnetic field, there is a lifting of
degeneracy for the 2J+1 states. The energy can be expressed as,
E = gJµBmJB (2.2)
Here gJ as expressed in Equation 2.10, is the Landé g-factor andmJ is the magnetic
quantum number associated with total angular momentum J . At zero temperature
everything is simple. Only lowest level is occupied. In this case the magnetization of
the system containing N number of atoms is NgJJµB. But at finite temperatures,
the higher levels also will be occupied and now the magnetization of the whole
system can be obtained by averaging the magnetic moment in each state using the
Boltzmann distribution law. This leads to [11],
M = N 〈µz〉 = N
∑J
m=−J −gJmJµBexp(−gJmJµBB/kBT )∑J
m=−J exp(−gJmJµBB/kBT )
(2.3)
= MsBJ (y) (2.4)
where Ms = NgJµBJ is the saturation magnetization, which is the maximum mag-
netization one could obtain when all the magnetic moments are aligned and BJ (y)
is the Brillouin function given by,
BJ (y) =
2J + 1
2J coth
(2J + 1)y
2J =
1
2J coth
y
2J (2.5)
y =
gJJµBB
kBT
(2.6)
Now in the case when y«1, (ie, except at very low temperature and or in very large
magnetic fields), the magnetic susceptibility can be expressed as
6
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χ =
M
H
=
Nµ0g2JJ(J + 1)µ2B
3kBT
=
C
T
(2.7)
with Curie constant C as
C = Nµ0g
2
JJ(J + 1)µ2B
3kB
(2.8)
Therefore measuring the magnetic susceptibility makes it clear to find the value of
effective magnetic moment, which is in general
µeff = gJµB
√
J(J + 1) (2.9)
where gJ , the Landé g-factor can be expressed as.
gJ = 1 +
J(J + 1) + S(S + 1)−L(L+ 1)
2J(J + 1) (2.10)
If there is no orbital angular momentum contribution, L = 0, J = S. Then gJ =
2. If the spins cancel out, S = 0, J = L and gJ = 1. So in general the g-factor lies
between 1 and 2. If there is a small orbital angular momentum contribution then
there is deviation of g-factor from this value as discussed in chapter 5. From here
onwards the subscript J is dropped for simplicity and hence gJ is denoted as g and
mJ is denoted as m.
2.2. Hund’s rules for the ground state of atoms
For atoms possessing electrons in unfilled electronic shells, the spin and orbital an-
gular momentum can be different from zero. The z component of the orbital angular
momentum exhibits values of h̄L with -L≤mL≤L, that of the spin angular momen-
tum of h̄S with -S≤mS≤S [12]. Totally there are (2L+1)(2S+1) combinations
for the coupling of J = L+S following |L− S| ≤ J≤ |L+ S|. Now to find which
configuration corresponds to the energetic ground state, the empirical Hund’s rules
are given. They are,
1. The ground state multiplet has the maximum possible S (The maximum S
equals the largest possible values of 〈Sz〉).
This rule favors parallel spin orientation for the electrons. In combination with
Pauli principle this results in the electrons being further apart, which leads
to lower Coulomb repulsion. The best example is Mn2+ [13]. This ion has five
7
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electrons in the 3d shell which is hence half filled. All the spins can be aligned
parallel, if each electron enters a different orbital, and there are five different
d orbitals. Hence these orbitals will be occupied by one electron each and the
spin is 5/2. The only possible value of L is ∑mL = 0.
2. If the first rule leaves several possibilities, then the state with maximum L is
lowest in energy. (The maximum L equals the largest possible value of 〈Lz〉.)
Here large L means that the electrons have aligned orbital angular momenta
or in other words they are rotating in the same direction. They are thus further
apart which leads to lower Coulomb repulsion. The multiplets are labeled as
2S+1L, where L is denoted by a letter according to
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 ....
S P D F G H I ....
For example, for three 3d electrons in the outermost shell of an atom, L =
2+1+0 = 3 and for six 3d electrons, L = 2+1+0-1-2+2 = 2.
3. The value of the total angular momentum J is equal to |L− S| when the shell
is less than half filled and to |L+ S| when the shell is more than half filled.
For the half filled shells, L = 0 so that J = S. The notation is now extended
to include J as 2S+1LJ . This third rule is mainly based on the spin-orbit
coupling, which is the subject of the next session.
2.3. Spin-Orbit interaction
The spin and orbital angular momenta interact with each other via spin-orbit inter-
action, which acts as a perturbation on the states with well defined l and s. When
the electron is traveling around the nucleus, the electron sees the nucleus as if the
nucleus is traveling around the electron itself and feels the magnetic field caused
by the circulating nuclear charge. This magnetic field interacts with the spin of the
electron to give a term in the Hamiltonian,
HSO =
h̄2
2m2ec2
1
r
∂V
∂r
s · l (2.11)
For the Coulomb potential of nucleus,
HSO = −
h̄2
2m2ec2
Ze2
4πε0
1
r
∂
∂r
1
r
s · l (2.12)
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=
µ0
4πgµ
2
BZ
s · l
r3
(2.13)
assuming g = 2. For several electrons in an incompletely filled shell,
HSO =
µ0
4πgµ
2
BZ
∑
i
si · li
r3i
(2.14)
Now the energy of coupling can be expressed as,
ESO = 〈HSO〉 =
µ0
4πgµ
2
BZ
∑
i
〈
si · li
r3i
〉
(2.15)
=
µ0
4πgµ
2
BZ
〈 1
r3
〉
nl
∑
i
〈si · li〉 (2.16)
since for free ions, the radial wave function Rnl(r) is the same for all orbitals com-
prising a shell.
Here si and li commute with each other and hence in the above expectation value, si
can be replaced by S/2S for spin up and by -S/2S for spin down (si has magnitude
1/2). Now the energy of the spin-orbit interaction takes the form,
ESO = λ 〈L · S〉 (2.17)
where λ is the coupling strength which is,
λ =
µ0
4πgµ
2
BZ
〈 1
r3
〉
nl
1
2S (2.18)
λ is positive for less than half filled shells and is negative for more than half filled
shells [14]. This LS coupling splits the (2L+ 1)(2S + 1) degeneracy. The Hamilto-
nian, HSO does not commute with L or S separately, but it commutes with L2 and
S2 and also the total angular momentum J (J = L+ S) is conserved. Now HSO
can be expressed as,
HSO = λL · S =
λ
2 [J(J + 1)−L(L+ 1)− S(S + 1)] (2.19)
J can assume values from |L− S| to L+S. Hence the (2L+1)(2S+1) fold degenerate
multiplet is thus split into multiplets with fixed J and degeneracies 2J+1.
In certain magnetic molecules, the orbital angular momentum is quenched (its av-
erage is zero) and the electron angular momentum in the absence of spin-orbit
coupling is only due to spin. Now the effect of spin-orbit coupling is to restore a
small amount of orbit contribution, which results in a deviation of the g-factor from
9
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the free electron value. This consequence is well studied in the case of Mn dimer
presented in chapter 5 where an additional resonance line is observed in the Electron
Spin Resonance spectra.
2.4. Influence of the crystal field
The crystal field (CF) influences the central metal ion differently in transition metal
ions and rare earths. It is depicted in the Fig. 2.1 by comparing the case of Fe2+
Figure 2.1.: Radial extension of the orbitals of a 3d and 4f ions. (a). Fe2+ - partially
filled d shell (dotted circle) is on the outside of the ion. (b). Gd3+ - partially
filled f shell (dotted circle) is not the occupied orbital with largest radial
extension.
(a transition metal ion), and Gd3+ (a rare earth ion) as examples. In case of Fe2+,
the d shells overlaps strongly with surrounding ions, and hence crystal field effects
are stronger due to the hybridization [15]. In case of Gd3+, f shell hardly overlaps.
Since crystal field effects are due to electrostatic potential, it is weak in this case. In
the former case where CF effects are strong, LS coupling comes as a perturbation
and in the latter case, the crystal field can be considered as a perturbation. Since
the work presented in this thesis is based on transition metal ions and the effects of
ligands on them, the influence of CF is also discussed here on 3d ions.
The nature of the CF effects depends on the symmetry of the local environment.
The crystal field arises mainly due to the electrostatic repulsion between the d
orbitals of the central metal ion and the negatively charged electrons in the ligand,
when the ligand approaches the metal ion. As a result, the d electrons closer to
the ligands have a higher energy than those far away which results in the loss of
10
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degeneracy and hence splitting of d orbitals. The most common case is octahedral
environment. In this case the d orbitals splits into dxy, dxz and dyz orbitals (which
point between the x, y and z axis) which are collectively referred to as t2g and into
dz2 and dx2−y2 (which point along the x, y and z axis), collectively called as eg
orbitals. In an octahedral environment t2g will be lowered in energy and eg will be
raised in energy (Fig. 2.2a). If the local environment is tetrahedral, the eg will be
lowered in energy compared to t2g.
2.4.1. High spin and low spin states
As a result of the spitting of the energy of the d orbitals into the t2g and eg levels
in a ligand field, certain complexes can exist in the high spin (HS) or low spin (LS)
state depending on the nature of the crystal field around the metal ion. If the crystal
field effect is weaker than the first and second Hund’s coupling, then the high spin
(HS) state with maximum S is obtained. In this case electrons will singly occupy
each orbital before any orbital becomes doubly occupied. Now if the crystal field is
the strongest effect, then Hund’s coupling will come as weaker perturbation. In this
case, the electrons will doubly occupy the lower energy orbitals before going to the
higher orbital and the low spin (LS) state is obtained. Consider again the example
of Fe2+, which is having 6 electrons in the outermost 3d shell, in a cubic crystal
field. When the crystal field splitting is small, each orbital will be filled once and
the spare electron will pair up with one of the t2g electrons. This would leave four
unpaired electrons and by Hund’s rule the total spin is S = 2 (Fig. 2.2b). This is
the high spin configuration for the Fe2+ ion. When the crystal field is strong, all
the 6 electrons go to t2g orbitals leaving the eg orbitals unoccupied. The ion is in
a low spin state and the spin is S=0 (Fig. 2.2b). A list of the transition metal ions
of configuration 3dn (n=4 to 7) in octahedral environment possessing low spin and
high spin states is shown in Appendix B.
If the energy difference between the LS and the HS state ∆, is not too large, then
the phenomena of spin crossover can occur [17]. The compound will be in the HS
state at high temperature and in the LS state at low temperature owing to the less
number of electrons in the eg level in an octahedral environment. The average spin
should be [15],
S̄ =
SLSGLS + SHSGHSexp(−∆/kBT )
GLS +GHSexp(−∆/kBT )
(2.20)
11
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t2g
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Δ
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t2g
Δ
t2g
eg
3d orbitals Δ
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 2.2.: Crystal field effects in an octahedral environment. (a). The crystal field
splitting of 3d orbitals into the t2g and eg orbitals. ∆ is the crystal field
splitting parameter which represents the energy difference between t2g and
eg orbitals. (b) & (c). Electronic configurations for the low spin and high
spin state for an Fe2+ ion. If ∆ is large, then the total spin is S=0 and Fe2+
ion is in low spin state (b). If ∆ is small, then the total spin is S=2 and
Fe2+ ion is in high spin state (c).
where GLS and GHS are the degeneracies of the LS and HS state respectively. If
these are only due to the spin, then G=2S+1. In Fe2+ case SLS=0 and SHS=2,
then,
S̄ =
10exp(−∆/kBT )
1 + 5exp(−∆/kBT )
(2.21)
Thus a crossover can be found from a LS behavior for kBT << ∆ to HS behavior for
kBT >> ∆ driven by the higher degeneracy of the HS state. Many of the iron based
metal organic complexes shows this interesting behavior. This LS → HS transition
can occur either abruptly or gradually and has the hysteresis associated with it.
The existence of hysteresis shows that these compounds are bistable. This exciting
effect has been exploited by many researchers in synthesizing new metal-organic
12
2.5 Nature of magnetic interaction in molecular systems
complexes which shows this spin crossover behavior [1]. The LS → HS transition
also can be induced by pressure and light ([17, 18]).
2.5. Nature of magnetic interaction in molecular
systems
The magnetic interaction phenomena within a molecule were discovered in 1951
by Guha [19] and then by Bleaney and Bowers [20] on a compound known at that
time as copper (II) acetate monohydrate [21]. The origin of the magnetic interaction
is really the formation of a weak chemical bond between the magnetic centers. In
quantum mechanics, a very convenient means of classifying the magnetic interaction
involves the so called spin Hamiltonian.
2.5.1. The Spin Hamiltonian approach
The spin Hamiltonian (SP) approach eliminates all the orbital coordinates needed
to define the system and replaces them with spin coordinates, taking advantage
of the symmetry properties of the system [22]. Hence consider the case when the
orbital angular momentum is completely quenched. If a magnetic center is having
n unpaired electrons, then the ground state will be characterized by S = n/2 and
the 2S+1 spin levels are split by crystal field effects and by an external applied
magnetic field. The effective spin Hamiltonian will be the sum of the Hamiltonians
due to the crystal field effects (HCF ) and Zeeman interactions (HZ).
Heff = HZ +HCF = µBH.g.S+ S.D.S (2.22)
where µB is the Bohr magnetron, H is the applied magnetic field, g is a tensor
connecting the magnetic field and spin vectors, S is a spin operator and D is a
symmetric and traceless tensor. Assuming that D and g have the same principal
axis,
Heff = µBH.g.S+D(S2z −
1
3S(S + 1))︸ ︷︷ ︸
axial anisotropy
+
1
2E(S
2
x − S2y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
transverse anisotropy
(2.23)
where D and E are axial and rhombic zero field splitting parameters. In a cubic
symmetry (Dxx = Dyy = Dzz) both D and E vanishes and the complex is magnet-
ically isotropic [23]. The axial anisotropy term in Equation 2.23, primarily depends
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on S2z and is diagonal when operating on pure spin states. The transverse anisotropy
term gives rise to substantial admixing of the spin states. In axially distorted sur-
roundings, only the D parameter is needed to express the energy of the (2S+1) spin
levels. D can be positive or negative. The negative sign of the D corresponds to an
easy-axis type magnetic anisotropy, where the highest ms level lie lowest in energy.
Positive D corresponds to an easy-plane magnetic anisotropy where the levels with
lowest ms are more stable.
2.5.2. Superexchange interaction
In most of the metal organic complexes, the metal ions are well separated by dia-
magnetic groups and are interacting with each other via this nonmagnetic ions.
This kind of interaction is called superexchange interaction. The main requirement
for this interaction is that the total wave function should be antisymmetric relative
to the exchange of a pair of electrons between two centers. There are two kinds
of superexchange interactions, kinetic and potential. To understand this in detail,
consider a center A interacting with center B through a diamagnetic bridging ligand
L. Initially the two centers have some unpaired electrons and L has paired electrons.
For simplicity assume that A and B have a single unpaired electron in the d orbital.
If the magnetic orbitals localized on A (φA) and B (φB) are allowed to interact with
each other, then there can be a delocalization of the electron of A to B and vice
versa. The first excited state corresponds to the transfer of one electron from (φA)
to (φB). The two spins are anti parallel in this state as a result of Pauli principle and
hence gives rise to a singlet state. Applying the second order perturbation theory,
the energy involved is,
∆E =
−4t211
U
(2.24)
where U is the Coulomb repulsion energy for the two electrons occupying the same
orbital and t211 is the transfer integral. This kind of exchange interaction which is
explained by the overlap of bonding orbitals in a nonorthogonal manner is called
kinetic exchange. This kinetic exchange interaction thus results in an antiferro-
magnetic interaction by lowering the energy of the system. Here the interaction
parameter, JKE , which arises due to the energy difference between the ground state
and excited state is negative. The next exchange term relevant is the potential ex-
change, which leads to a ferromagnetic ground state, stabilizing the triplet state.
Here JP E is positive. This is weak compared to the antiferromagnetic kinetic ex-
change interaction. Fig. 2.3 (taken from [24]) shows the case of a magnetic coupling
between the metal ions mediated by a cyanide bridge as seen in the Prussian blue
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Figure 2.3.: The kinetic and potential exchange mechanism in the magnetic coupling
between the two centers A and B in a CN-bridged complex. Here the su-
perexchange coupling between A and B (JAB) involves the superposition of
JKE and JP E
family of the molecular magnets. When the magnetic orbital symmetries of the two
metal ions are the same, then the superexchange is kinetic and if they are different
then superexchange is potential. If one metal ion itself contains t2g and eg electrons
then the superexchange is the sum of kinetic and potential with kinetic exchange
as the dominant one.
The physical properties resulting from the magnetic exchange interaction can be
well described by its spin Hamiltonian,
H = −JSASB (2.25)
Such a phenomenological description of the isotropic interaction was first introduced
by Heisenberg, then discussed by Dirac and Van Vleck and hence the Hamiltonian
is generally called as Heisenberg-Dirac-Van Vleck (HDVV) Hamiltonian [21].
2.5.3. Other relevant exchange interactions
Another relevant exchange interaction between the magnetic centers observed in
molecular systems is the antisymmetric exchange interaction [21]. This was first
proposed by Dzyaloshinsky [25] and then analyzed by Moria [26]. Hence this inter-
action is also referred to as Dzyaloshinsky-Moria (DM) interaction. The spin orbit
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coupling leads to the ad-mixture of the excited states into the ground state and
thus is responsible for the physical origin of this interaction. The DM Hamiltonian
can be written as,
HDM = D · S1 × S2 (2.26)
The vector D has a value zero when the crystal field has an inversion symmetry
with respect to the center between the two magnetic ions. However if the symmetry
is lower, then the interaction is possible. This has the effect of causing the spins
to tilt towards right angles to the coupling direction. The spin canting in many
compounds has been explained by DM interaction [27]. Another type of magnetic
interaction which is mainly observed in mixed valence systems is double exchange
interaction. This mainly favors ferromagnetism. This exchange interaction which
was first proposed by C. Zener [28], is now widely applied in studying the exchange
in mixed valence magnetic clusters [29].
2.5.4. Hyperfine interactions
Hyperfine interactions are weak magnetic interaction between the nuclear magnetic
dipole moment and the magnetic field at the nucleus due to the electronic magne-
tization or that of the electronic magnetization with the magnetic field due to the
nuclear magnetic moment [30]. It can best explained as,
Hhf =
∑
i
S ·Ai · Ii (2.27)
where Ii is the angular momentum operator of nucleus i, Ai is the tensor describ-
ing the electron-nucleus magnetic interaction. The hyperfine interaction can shift
energy levels or lift their degeneracy. As an example consider the case of hyperfine
interaction due to a manganese (Mn) ion. Here the electron spin S interacts with
the nuclear spin I of Mn. For Mn, IMn=5/2. This is well described in the case of Mn
dimer presented in chapter 5. Due to the Mn nuclear spin multiplicity 2IMn+1=6,
a sextet of ESR lines are observed in that case whose separation was determined by
the strength of hyperfine tensor A.
2.6. Molecular magnetism
Molecular magnetism is a fast growing interdisciplinary branch of basic science
where the chemists and physicists work together to achieve a definite goal. The
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starting date for this research area as always cited in books and papers, is the
conference held in Castiglione della Pescaia in Italy in 1983 [31] where the physicists
and chemists started to interact with a common language and also the proceedings of
that conference titled ’Magneto-structural correlation in exchange coupled systems’
became one of the first text books in this field. Even though this subject area has
been widely accepted with this conference from the end of the 20th century, the
journey has already been started before that.
The design of a room temperature organic ferromagnet was one of the main goal
of researchers in 1970’s. Even though this goal is not completely achieved, it was
really a fascinating discovery that ferromagnetism can be realized through s and
p electrons in the organic complexes. After pioneering works by several groups,
([2, 3]) first purely organic ferromagnet based on nitronyl nitroxides were reported
and the critical temperature was below 0.6 K [4]. Then the chemists started playing
around the nitroxide theme and achieved a critical temperature upto 1.8 K [32].
After several attempts sulphur based organic radicals showed ferromagnetism with
critical temperature as high as 37 K [5]. But there was difficulty in synthesizing these
organic molecules and visualize the ferromagnetic coupling between them since it
was not easy to organize the molecules into a three dimensional materials. In late
80’s with the increasing popularity of nanoscience, people seriously started thinking
about the molecular nanomagnets and succeeded in making them with one or more
metal ions having unpaired electrons embedded in a cloud of organic molecules.
Here the molecular nature became an advantage when the target is changed from
3D to low dimensions and in particular zero dimensions. These zero dimensional
magnets are called single molecular magnets.
2.6.1. Single molecular magnets
A single molecular magnet (SMM) is a molecule that shows slow relaxation of the
magnetization of purely molecular origin [33]. The term single molecular magnet has
been introduced by David N Hendrickson and co-workers in 1996 [34] even though
the identification of first SMM was made in 1993 [6] when the polycrystalline powder
of Mn12 acetate∗ molecule synthesized in 1980 [7] exhibited magnetic hysteresis
which is of purely molecular origin. Since then several molecules were synthesized
and studied. The requisites for a single molecular magnet are,
• high spin ground state
∗Mn12 acetate: [Mn12O12(CH3COO)16(H2O)4]. 2CH3COOH.4H2O
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• large negative uniaxial anisotropy
The intermolecular interaction between the molecules in SMM is very small. Also
the SMM has unique size and can dissolve in a solvent without altering its magnetic
properties. The easiness in changing organic ligands is another interesting feature of
SMM. Change in ligands play a vital role in the magnetic properties of the complex
as discussed in Chapter 5.
The most prominent among these class of molecules is the dodecanuclear mixed-
valence manganese-oxo cluster with acetate ligands, the Mn12 acetate molecule
which is the first SMM. As shown in the Fig. 2.4 (taken from [33]), the molecules
contains four Mn4+ ions (3d3, s = 3/2) in the central and an outer ring of eight
Mn3+ ions (3d4, s = 2) which are magnetically coupled to give a total spin of S =
10. Another well studied molecular magnet is an octanuclear iron(III) oxo-hydroxo
cluster, in short Fe8† (synthesized by K. Wieghardt for the first time in 1984 [35])
molecule. As shown in the figure (taken from [33]) the Fe8 molecule contains eight
Fe(III) ions with spins s = 5/2 which are strongly superexchange coupled, forming
a spin ground state S=10. After that a series of synthesis and studies were carried
out in this area with increased number of Mn or Fe ions or changing the ligands to
achieve high spin or slow relaxation. A new route to molecular magnetism is based
on the so-called Keplerate structures which allow the synthesis of truly giant and
highly symmetric spin arrays [36]. One candidate is {Mo72Fe30}‡. This molecule was
first synthesized by A. Müller et al. in 1999 [37]. Magnetism of this molecule is due to
the thirty iron ions of spin s = 5/2, arranged on the surface of an icosidodecahedron
(Fig. 2.5, taken from [38]).
2.6.2. Magnetic properties
Magnetic property measurements on the SMM, as an e.g., Mn12 acetate, revolu-
tionized the field of molecular magnetism that gave insight to the high spin ground
state with significant axial anisotropy. The fits to the magnetization data indicated
an axial zero field splitting parameter, D = −0.5cm−1 [39]. The negative axial zero
field splitting removes the degeneracy in the ms levels of the ground states. S=10
state is split into ms = ±10, ±9, ±8......±1, 0 levels with ms = +10 state as spin
up and ms = -10 state as spin down. These two lowest energy levels have the same
†Fe8: [(C6H15N3)6Fe8(µ3-O)2(µ2-OH)12]Br7(H2O)Br·8H2O
‡{Mo72Fe30}: [Mo72Fe30O252(Mo2O7(H2O))2(Mo2O8H2(H2O))(CH3COO)12(H2O)91]·150H2O
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Mn4+
Mn3+
Fe3+(a) (b)
Figure 2.4.: Structure of the two famous molecular magnets with their spin direc-
tions [33]. The total spin in both cases in S=10. (a). Mn12 acetate molecule
which contains four Mn4+ ions in spin down state and an outer ring of eight
Mn3+ ions in spin up state. Mn ions are linked via O2− bridges. (b). Fe8
molecule with eight Fe3+ ions in which two ions are in spin down state and
six in spin up state. Fe ions are linked via O2− and OH− bridges.
energy and hence the ground state is bistable which is an important characteristic
of SMM. The two lowest levels are separated by an energy reversal barrier,
U = S2 |D| (for integer spin state) (2.28)
U = (S2 − 1/4) |D| (for half integer spin state) (2.29)
AC magnetic susceptibility studies proved to be an important tool in finding the re-
laxation time and energy reversal barrier in molecular magnets. The first evidence of
slow relaxation of magnetization in molecular magnets came from ac susceptibility
measurements [9]. In 1991, A. Caneshi et al. measured the ac susceptibility of Mn12
acetate molecule at very low ac fields (of the order of 1 or 2 Oe) with different fre-
quencies. As the applied frequency is increased and approaches the relaxation rate
for the magnetization withing the molecule, the real part of susceptibility begins to
diminish and the imaginary component increases (Fig. 2.6). The non zero frequency
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Figure 2.5.: Structure of the giant Keplerate molecule {Mo72Fe30} is shown in the fig-
ure [38]. (a). Sketch of the chemical structure. (Mo:blue, Fe:yellow; O:red)
(b). Magnetic structure is shown with thirty Fe3+ (s = 5/2) ions occupy-
ing the vertices of an icosidodecahedron. Fe3+ centers shown with the same
color (red, blue, green) have parallel spin vectors. The triangle shown in (b)
corresponds to the respective triangle in (a).
dependent peaks in the imaginary component of susceptibility is an indication of
slow relaxation of magnetization which is unusual for a paramagnet without apply-
ing a field. The relaxation rate for the magnetization in a SMM can be expected to
follow the Arrhenius relationship
τ = τ0exp(U/kbT ) (2.30)
as in the case of superparamagnets. So a superparamagnetic-like behavior is ob-
served in this SMM with a characteristic blocking temperature where the relax-
ation time of the molecule becomes equal to the probe time of the ac susceptibility
experiments§. Here τ0, the microscopic flip time, is a measure of how fast the sys-
tem relaxes and it is found as 2.1× 1 0−7 s [6]. The energy barrier U , obtained is
61 K [6]. As a result of this high energy reversal barrier the molecule relaxes slowly
or in other words due to this large energy gap, the molecule can stay in one energy
§The probe time of ac susceptibility measurements is the inverse of the applied frequency ν.
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Figure 2.6.: Temperature dependence of the real part of ac susceptibility for a Mn12
acetate molecule is shown in the form of χ′T. The imaginary part is shown
in the inset for three different frequencies [9].
level for a long time which suggests the possibility of storing a bit of information
depending on the direction of magnetization. At 2 K the relaxation time becomes
of the order of few months and at the lowest temperature at which reliable relax-
ation measurements were performed, 1.5 K the relaxation time was estimated to be
of the order of 50 years [6]. At low temperatures the magnetization relaxes slowly
that a magnetic hysteresis appears which is purely molecular origin [6]. This was a
remarkable observation in the field of research of molecular magnetism.
Another turning point in the field of molecular magnetism was the discovery that
the relaxation of the magnetization can happen through quantum tunneling of mag-
netization (QTM) ([40, 41]) other than the thermally activated relaxation process. It
was observed that unusual steps occurred in the hysteresis of Mn12 acetate, at regu-
lar magnetic field intervals. An increase of magnetic relaxation has been observed at
fields corresponding to these steps. As shown in the Fig. 2.7, in zero applied field, the
resonance condition is fulfilled with ms levels on the left potential well are aligned
corresponding to that on the right well and tunneling occurs due to the mixing up
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of two ms states. This degeneracy is lifted by the application of magnetic field with
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Figure 2.7.: Energy level diagram for a molecule having S = 10 state split by an axial
anisotropy. In zero field, left and right levels are in resonance. When field
is applied the levels are no longer in coincidence. At particular field, again
the resonance condition is satisfied and tunneling occurs.
lower levels ofms going up on one side and down on other side until the spin reversal
barrier disappears. But in between at certain field levels, Hn= nD/gµB where n =
0, 1, 2,... and D is the zero field splitting parameter of the ground S = 10 multi-
plet, the left and right comes into resonance again and tunneling becomes possible.
In addition to the magnetic field, the temperature also can control the process of
tunneling. At high temperatures, thermal relaxation mechanism exceeds tunneling
processes. But much of the loss of magnetization is as a result of thermally assisted
tunneling between higher energy levels. Even though the discovery of QTM was a
major breakthrough in the field of molecular magnets, there exists certain limitation
for using SMM for data storage since tunneling reduces the effective barrier height.
Proposed applications
Synthesis and study of SMM revealed many interesting quantum mechanical phe-
nomena which suggested several potential applications. One of the main goal was
to achieve applications in data storage where enabling a single molecule capable of
storing binary bits of information depending on the direction of magnetization, say a
spin up represent ’0’ or spin down represent ’1’ [39]. It has been shown theoretically
that the SMM could be used as memory components in quantum computing. One
single crystal of the molecule could potentially serve as the storage unit of a dynamic
random access memory device in which the fast electron spin resonance pulses are
used to decode and read out stored numbers of up to 105, with access times as short
as 10−10 seconds [42]. It has been suggested that the molecular magnets owing to
their high spin and large magnetic anisotropy, have high potentiality to work as
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magnetic refrigerants in the helium liquid regime. This would take advantage of the
large entropy change that occurs upon application of a magnetic field to a sample
of randomized spins. Since each cluster magnet is identical, the change occurs only
over a very narrow temperature range centered at its blocking temperature (3 K
for the Mn12 acetate molecule) ([39, 43, 44]). The main objective now for fulfilling
all these applications is to identify or synthesize molecules having very high spin
ground state and a large negative axial anisotropy D. Another challenge is to make
these molecules capable of storing information at more practical temperatures by
increasing the energy barrier.
In chapter 4 and chapter 5, magnetic studies on novel Mn, Ni, Fe based metal-
organic complexes are presented which can be candidates for molecular magnets.
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3. Experimental
This chapter is divided into two. The first part discussion is mainly based on the
the experimental techniques which are used for this thesis studies and the second
part is about the design and fabrication of a new home built ac susceptometer.
3.1. Experimental I - Measurement Techniques
3.1.1. DC magnetization
For the present work dc magnetization measurements in the temperature range
1.8 K - 300 K were carried out using a commercial Quantum design SQUID (Su-
perconducting Quantum Interference Device) magnetometer (MPMS-XL5). For few
measurements a VSM (Vibrating Sample magnetometer) SQUID was also used with
which the magnetic moment of a sample can be measured up to 7 T.
Sample mounting
Most of the samples which are presented in this thesis are powder samples that
are strongly air sensitive. Hence extreme care has to be taken while mounting the
sample. The powders are always kept inside the argon box. Before measuring, the
samples are weighed inside the argon box itself and then mounted inside a quartz
tube. Usually the powder masses are around 30 mg. The powder is pressed into the
tube and on the top of the powder, teflon tape is placed and fixed so that the powder
will not move while doing measurements. The tube is closed with a teflon cap which
is glued to the tube (Fig. 3.1). It needs nearly one day to dry it. The powder is
now completely vacuum tight and can take out of the argon box. For magnetization
measurements the tube is mounted in the SQUID sample holder, the straw.
Since the sample’s magnetic moment is low (the sample’s magnetic moments vary
from 10−3 to 10−5 emu), and also since there can be a huge background signal arising
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Teflon
Sample
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cm
Quartz tube
Figure 3.1.: Quartztube with sample inside
from the quartztube (see Fig. 3.2) which cannot be neglected, has to be subtracted.
In some cases the background signal is subtracted manually and in other cases the
background subtraction (BGS) option of the SQUID magnetometer has been used.
In BGS option, first the tube is centered using a known Nickel sample. Then the
Nickel is taken out and the empty quartz tube is placed inside the straw at exactly
the same position as the Nickel (exact position is noted by marking or making a
hole in the straw before removing the Nickel). Without altering the center position
that was measured with Nickel, the magnetic moment of the empty quartz tube is
measured as a function of temperature and also with field. Then the empty tube
is taken out and the tube with the sample is placed at the same position (where
there is a mark or hole). Sometimes different quartz tubes are used for measuring
the empty tube signal and the sample signal since, in order to glue and then dry it
needs nearly one day. But it is checked and confirmed that there is no difference in
the magnetic moments between the different quartz tubes. Again using the earlier
center position, the moment of the sample is measured and the raw data of the
empty tube is subtracted from the samples moment. For low field measurements,
the low field option of the SQUID [45] has been used.
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Figure 3.2.: Magnetic moment for an empty quartz tube measured at field B = 1 T
3.1.2. ESR
Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) measurements have been performed in an X-Band
(10 GHz) Bruker EMX spectrometer . The temperature range is from 3.5 K to 300 K.
The dc field can be varied up to 1 T. The ESR measurements presented in this thesis
have been done by Yulia Krupskaya.
3.1.3. AC susceptibility
In addition to the home-built ac susceptometer whose fabrication was one of the
major aim of this work, a commercial Quantum design PPMS (Physical Property
Measurement System) and an Oxford ac susceptometer (from TU Dresden) have
been used for ac susceptibility measurements. In order to measure the ac suscepti-
bility of the low magnetic moment samples, a susceptometer has been built here in
the institute which is discussed in the following sections in detail.
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3.2. Experimental II - Design and Fabrication of an
AC susceptometer
Even though the ac susceptibility technique is widely accepted there are several ex-
perimental difficulties faced such as sensitivity and noise level, temperature control
and thermal equilibrium within the system of the sample, calibration and phase
setting of the ac signal. In the commercial device like PPMS which measures ac
susceptibility, at low temperatures (below 25 K), the eddy currents in the copper
portion of the sample chamber and insert results in joule heating [46]. These all fac-
tors have been considered in detail and a dedicated experimental device has been
built for measuring the dynamic susceptibility which is discussed in the following
sections.
3.2.1. AC susceptibility
AC susceptibility is the degree of magnetization, M of a material in response to an
ac magnetic field, Hac.
χac = dM/dHH→0 (3.1)
The advantage of AC susceptibility is the enhanced sensitivity towards phase transi-
tions. In addition to measure the DC susceptibility, which is obtainable from SQUID
magnetometry, the AC susceptibility enables to get additional informations like loss
components, relaxation time etc. which are quite valuable to understand the mag-
netic system more in detail.
The real and imaginary parts of susceptibility - If a magnetic sample is placed in a
time varying magnetic field,
H(t) = H0cosωt, (3.2)
the induced magnetization may lag behind the applied field by a phase angle φ,
M(t) = M0cos(ωt− φ) (3.3)
Expanding Equation 3.3 yields,
M = H0(χ
′cosωt+ χ′′sinωt) (3.4)
χ′ = M0cosφ/H0 (3.5)
χ′′ = M0sinφ/H0 (3.6)
χ′ represents the real part and χ′′ represents the imaginary part of the signal.
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3.2.2. Measurement principle
An AC susceptometer is working on the basis of the mutual inductance principle.
A mutual inductance bridge is shown in Fig. 3.3. It consists of one primary coil
S1
S2
P v~i
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Sample
Figure 3.3.: Mutual inductance bridge consisting primary (P) and secondaries (S1 and
S2)
and two identical secondary coils which are wounded in opposition to each other.
The usual way is to wind the primary over the secondary coils [47–49]. The sample
is placed inside one of the secondary coil. For maximum filling factor, the sample
should be as close to the secondary coil as possible. The primary coil can be excited
by a sinusoidal signal of desired frequency and voltage, E = E0eiωt from a Lock-In
Amplifier. Correspondingly a magnetic field H = H0eiωt is generated along the axis
of the solenoid (primary coil). In the absence of the sample, the induced voltage
in each secondary coil would be almost equal and hence the output should be zero
since the coils are in opposition to each other (this is just the perfect case. There
will be some offset voltage which one needs to minimize by compensating the coils
which will be discussed later). When the sample is inserted it gets magnetized and
hence the induced voltage generated can be written as [50],
e = (αnsVsωµ0Hac)χ (3.7)
where,
α→ filling factor which depends on the geometry and dimension of the sample and
secondary coil (discussed in detail in next sessions)
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ns→ number of turns per unit length in the secondary coil
Vs→ volume of the sample
ω → angular frequency of the input signal to the primary coil
Hac → applied ac magnetic field
χ → the measured susceptibility
Hence using a mutual inductance bridge along with a lock-in amplifier, phase re-
solved ac susceptibility can be measured as a function of frequency (f), temperature
(T) and applied magnetic field (H).
Salient features of an ac susceptometer are,
1. Simple and easy way to identify a magnetic phase transitions such as paramag-
netic, ferromagnetic, antiferromagnetic and also superconducting transitions.
2. Separation of the real and imaginary components. The real part is indicative
of the magnetic state of the system (paramagnet, ferromagnet or antiferro-
magnet) or rather corresponds to the energy stored in the system whereas
the imaginary part gives information about the losses or, corresponds to the
energy dissipated in the system.
3. Varying the frequency of the applied ac field enables one to probe the time
dynamics of the magnetic system.
4. The magnitude of applied field is much smaller compared with dc techniques
(say, from a few mOe to 15 Oe)
3.2.3. Main experimental limitations/ Sources of noise
There are several experimental limitations while designing the device which can
result in noise. Extreme care has to be taken to avoid all sorts of noises. The main
limitations which are found in designing such a system and how it is avoided in the
present case is listed below.
1. Compensation of the coils. The main difficulty arises due to the mismatch
in the coil system. The compensation is never perfect in the secondary coils.
This results in large offset even without the sample and hence reduces the
sensitivity. To avoid this problem the secondary coils are wounded in series
opposition to each other as discussed in the section coil system. Also to get
larger sensitivity, number of turns should be large. But there is limitation with
the noise. So care has to be taken in deciding the number of turns of the coil.
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2. Temperature dependent offset. If the coils are not kept at constant temper-
ature, there can be a signal drift with temperature [51] as in the case of
PPMS. In PPMS the coil system is not fixed in the liquid helium and hence
the chance of temperature dependent offset is really high. In the present case
the coil assembly is kept always in liquid helium thereby avoiding the small,
non-negligible off-balance signal.
3. Eddy Currents. Eddy current is a main source of noise in any of the experi-
mental device. It is caused when the metallic parts in the cryostat is exposed
to the vicinity of the lines of force from the coil. To avoid this, the device is
designed in such a way that the metallic parts are away from the coil system
as discussed in the section mechanical assembly.
4. Phase mixing also creates noise. If the phase of the lock-in amplifier is not set
properly then this kind of noise also occurs. Care has been taken in setting
the phase in the lock in amplifier.
The details of the susceptometer fabricated here are given below. The whole as-
sembly is divided into 4 parts. Mechanical part, Coil assembly, Electrical part and
automation.
3.2.4. Mechanical part
Insert
A schematic diagram of the cryostat with the sample insert and coil system is shown
in the Fig. 3.4. The insert is made of two coaxial glass tubes in order to avoid metallic
components in between the detection coil and the sample. The lengths of inner and
outer glass tubes are 1317.50 mm and 1245 mm respectively. Other specifications are
shown in the Table 3.1. The set of primary and secondary coils (discussed later) is
kept in liquid He bath. A commercial cryostat from Precision cryogenics of overall
height 53.15 inches and diameter 18 inches has been used. There is a gate valve
which is at the top part of the insert which enables to change the sample without
disturbing the vacuum. There are two vacuum ports also to evacuate the inter space
(space between two glass tubes) and also the sample space.
Sample rod and Sample holder
The sample rod is made of stainless steel. The sample holder is placed at the end
of the rod and is made of a sapphire plate which is a very good thermal conductor.
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Figure 3.4.: Sketch of the susceptometer- 1. sample rod 2. wilson seal 3. vacuum port
for inner tube 4. gate valve 5. vacuum port for inter space 6. outer glass
tube 7. inner glass tube 8. coil system.
Sketch of the sample holder is shown in Fig. 3.5. The sample holder is attached to the
rod through a hylum rod in order to avoid any metallic part near to the sample. A
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Insert (mm)
Length of inner glass tube 1317.50
Diameter of inner glass tube 10
Length of outer glass tube 1245.50
Diameter of outer glass tube 14
Sample rod and sample holder (mm)
Length of sample rod 1600
Diameter of rod 5.9
Length of sample holder(plate) 72
Thickness of holder(plate) 5
Length of powder sample holder 68
Thickness of powder holder 5
Coil System
Number of turns in the primary coil 2000
Number of turns in each secondary coil 4000
Resistance of primary coil(at room temperature) 1.2 kΩ
Resistance of secondary coil(at room temperature) 225 Ω
Wire used for winding Copper wire
Length of primary coil 150 mm
Length of each secondary coil 20 mm
Distance between the secondaries 50 mm
Table 3.1.: Details of sample insert, holder and coil
Figure 3.5.: Picture of the sample holder the sapphire plate, with heater, temperature
sensor and sample attached to it.
cernox thermometer calibrated against a standard thermometer in PPMS is pasted
on the sapphire plate using GE varnish. Manganine wire of length 1m and resistance
40 Ω is wounded over the sapphire plate which serves as the heater. Sample is placed
at the bottom end of the plate. A second sample rod and sample holder which is
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specially designed for measuring the powder sample is also constructed. Here also
the sample holder is made up of same sapphire in a cylindrical shape with a cup at
the bottom. Powder can be placed inside that cup. Sample rod and other parts are
similar to the first one. Sample rod in both cases can be moved inside the cryostat
through the Wilson seal attached to the top part of rod.
3.2.5. Coil System
The heart of the susceptometer is the coil system which consists of an outer primary
coil having number of turns 2000 and inner two secondary coils, each having 4000
turns. Other specification are shown in the Table 3.1. The coils are wounded over
a double hylum rod and fixed using GE varnish. The two secondary coils are in
opposition to each other in order to compensate the coils. The primary coil can
slide over the secondary coils, since if needed we can unwind the number of turns in
the secondaries for compensation purposes. Sample can be mounted in one of the
secondaries and the other acts as a reference coil. Coils are compensated manually
before installation. Coils are always kept in liquid helium to avoid any signal drift
Hylum rod over which 
secondaries are wounded Primary coil
Figure 3.6.: Photo of coils- Secondary coils are inside the primary coil.
with temperature.
3.2.6. Electrical Assembly and Automation
Sketch of the electrical assembly is shown in the Fig. 3.7. The primary coil is con-
nected to the oscillator out of a dual phase Lock-In Amplifier (LIA), EG & G (Model
No. 7265) from Signal Recovery. The secondary coils are connected to the input of
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Figure 3.7.: Electrical assembly.
LIA. The maximum oscillator output of LIA is 5 V (r.m.s). A constant current and
hence a constant magnetic field is achieved by connecting a known resistor in series
with the primary coil. The magnetic field was calculated using the standard relation
of the solenoid,
H =
NI
L
(A/m) (3.8)
or
H =
NI
L
4π× 10−3(Oe) (3.9)
where N is the total number of turns in the primary coil, I is the constant current
flowing through the primary in amperes and L is the length of the primary in
meter. The maximum amplitude of magnetic field that can be achieved using this
present set up is 8 Oe. The temperature variation of the sample is achieved by using
a LakeShore Temperature controller 340. Temperature sensor and the heater wire
are attached to a feed through which is fixed at the top of the sample rod through
normal copper wires and then connected to the temperature controller. Now the
temperature controller and LIA are interfaced with the computer using a GPIB
card. Programs has been written in LabView. Using the present LabView program,
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the ac susceptibility of the sample can be recorded as a function of temperature,
frequency or ac magnetic field. An additional LIA and also a small electronic circuit
has been used to compensate the coils which is discussed later.
3.2.7. Initial tests and Electronic compensation
Initial tests of the susceptometer have been done. The inner and outer glass tubes
were tested using a leak detector. Final pressure achieved in both the glass tubes
was ≈ 10−3 mbar. The cryostat has been evacuated. After finishing the electrical
connections and interfacing, the system is cooled down to 5 K for test measurements.
First test measurements on a standard paramagnetic sample Er2O3, showed that
the initial compensation of the secondary coils (by winding opposite to each other)
was not good enough to resolve the signal. But perfect compensation can never be
achieved due to the reactance of the coils. Hence to avoid this, additional electronic
compensation was really required. An additional Lock-In Amplifier has been used.
Function of this additional LIA is explained as below.
First measure the signal of the empty coils without the sample and note the am-
plitude and phase of the signal coming from the secondary coils using the first LIA
(LIA meant for measuring). Now give these values to the second LIA (LIA meant
for compensation). Connect output of second LIA to the input B of the first LIA.
Now insert the sample. Excite the primary coil with the same frequency and current
as applied for measuring empty coil. Measure the signal coming from the secondary
coil due to the sample’s magnetic moment on input A of the first LIA. Now sample
moment is on input A and background signal on input B. Subtract these two using
the differential option of LIA [53]. The resultant signal will be sample’s signal.
Using this the offset has been minimized. But it has been found that the noise was
not only due to the normal unwanted signal, but also there is some kind of oscillatory
noise with a period of 30 minutes is present. An example is shown in Fig. 3.8. Possible
reasons for this oscillatory noise and what are the prominent measures taken to avoid
that are listed below.
1. The oscillatory noise was repeating at regular intervals. Hence the possibility of
some pressure changes arising in the helium bath or in the recovery line could
not be ruled out. This might influence the temperature of the He bath and
thus the impedance of the coil system. The next step taken was disconnecting
the helium recovery line for some time and measuring the signal. But the offset
signal was still there. Then the cryogen was changed from helium to nitrogen
and then measured in nitrogen. But still the sample signal cannot be detected.
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Figure 3.8.: (a). Oscillatory signal measured in helium. (b). Oscillatory signal measured
in nitrogen. (c). Oscillatory noise is removed after introducing additional
electronic compensation.
2. The LIA used has been checked in order to avoid the possibility that the
grounding of LIA are not correct. The present LIA has been replaces with
another LIA, the SRS (Standard Research System, Model No. 810) LIA, and
measured again. But no change in the oscillatory noise was observed.
3. Again checked the external devices attached to the susceptometer like the
pump. Disconnected the pump to avoid noise coming from that. Also tried
to measure at constant temperature without heating or cooling the sample.
Tried to avoid the external noises coming from other devices by measuring in
the night when the other devices are switched off. But offset was still there.
4. For all the trials, first, background signal due to the non ideal compensation
of coils was measured and then did the compensation. But the background
signal itself was huge. As explained above, a second LIA was used for electronic
compensation of the secondary coils. It’s oscillatory output is the connected
to an additional electronic circuit which consists of one high resistor (10 kΩ)
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and a variable resistor (1 Ω - 1 kΩ). So the huge background voltage is now
divided at the high resistor and hence only a small amount of current will be
going through the variable resistor. By adjusting the variable resistor now,
we could successfully minimize the background signal which eliminated the
oscillatory noise in the signal.
Some of the plots of measured oscillatory signal and signal after additional
compensation at temperature, 20 K is shown in the Fig. 3.8.
Thermometer Calibration
Two LakeShore Cernox thermometers for the two sample rods has been calibrated
against standard resistance thermometers. One from 1.8 K to 330 K another from
4 K to 300 K. The electrical resistivity of the Cernox sensor was measured using
a standard four probe method. The resistivity versus temperature for one of the
Cernox sensor is shown in Fig. 3.8. The electrical contacts to the sensor were made
with silver paint (DuPont4929). The current to the sensor was adjusted to maintain
the sensor output voltage below 3 mV as per manufacture’s specifications [54]. The
calibrated data is installed to the temperature controller using a LabView program.
Device Calibration
Calibration is an essential part of any experimental device. In the present case also
one of the main challenge was to find and optimize the calibration coefficient α
described in Equation 3.7. This can be done in either of the two different ways [50,
52]. First taking into account of the geometrical dimensions of the secondary coils
and secondly by measuring a standard paramagnetic sample and then finding the
calibration constant by comparing with literature data. For the present set up,
calibration has been done by both ways and then compared.
Taking into consideration about the dimensions of the measuring coil (m) and the
reference coil (r), the calibration coefficients αm and αr can be expressed as,
αm =
L/R
(1 + (L2/R2))1/2 (3.10)
where 2L and 2R being the length and diameter of the coil respectively.
αr =
1
2
{
L/R(3 + d/L)
(1 + L2/R2(3 + d/L)2)1/2 −
L/R(1 + d/L)
(1 + L2/R2(1 + d/L)2)1/2
}
(3.11)
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Figure 3.9.: Resistivity versus temperature for a Cernox sensor, CX 1050
where d being the distance separating the two secondary coils. Taking all the values
of lengths and diameters of the coil from the Table 3.1, one obtains,
αm = 0.8854 and αr = 0.0029
Hence the net calibration coefficient is,
αnet = 0.8824 (3.12)
The calibration coefficient which we obtained by applying the coil parameters are
well agreement with the calibration constant found from experimental determination
which is discussed below.
The device has been calibrated using a standard paramagnetic sample Er2O3 for
a temperature range of 5 K-150 K. Er2O3 obeys a Curie Weiss like behavior above
5 K [48]. In order to know the temperature range over which the device is working,
measurement has been done from 5 K-300 K.
In Fig. 3.10 real part of the susceptibility and its inverse is plotted against temper-
ature measured at a frequency of 333 Hz and at a field of 1 Oe. The curve is fitted
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Figure 3.10.: Real part of ac susceptibility and its inverse versus temperature for Er2O3.
The black solid line represents the Curie-Weiss fitting.
with Curie-Weiss law. The curve follows the linear behavior until 150 K as expected
from the literature. But above 150 K it deviates from the linear behavior. The best
fit parameters obtained from Curie-Weiss fitting is compared with literature val-
ues [47]. The Weiss temperature θ obtained, 14.5 K, is comparable with literature
value, 13.4 K. Now the calibration coefficient can be determined by comparing the
Curie constant C in such a way that C (from literature)=α C (from measurement).
From this α is found to be 0.91 which is comparable to what calculated from the
coil geometries.
The sensitivity of an ac susceptometer depends on two factors mainly, the sensi-
tivity of the coils or rather the geometry of the coils and the filling factor. Also
the precision in the output voltage of the lock in amplifier is important. The sus-
ceptometer sensitivity can be related to the magnetic moment (m= HacχVs =
e/(nsαωµ0)Am2 (Expansions given below Equation 3.7) [55]. The calculated sensi-
tivity for this present susceptometer with a sample volume of 0.04 cm3 is 10−5 emu.
The sensitivity can be increased if the sample size is increased. In the present case
the size of the sample used was 4 mm×3 mm×2 mm. The length of the sample can
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be up to 40 mm. The breadth of the sample (or the diameter of the sample in case
of spherical samples) can be upto 5 mm since the sample holder thickness is 5 mm.
The height of the sample should be less than 10 mm since the inner glass tube,
where the sample rod goes in, has a diameter of 10 mm.
Now the possible reason for the decrease in the inverse susceptibility with temper-
ature above 150 K in case of Er2O3 and the solutions to avoid this is listed below.
1. The sample holder used is the sapphire plate which is really good for low tem-
perature measurements. The thermal conductivity (κ) of sapphire at 100 K
is about 40 W/mK [56]. At higher temperatures, say at 200 K, it is very
small [57]. κ is reduced to mere 20 W/mK. A number of 20 W/mK near
300 K is relatively small enough to support a large temperature gradient be-
tween the sample and thermometer. So while the thermometer shows 150 K
(for example), sample is still at much lower temperatures, so what is measured
is larger and in inverse susceptibility, it appears smaller.
2. To reduce the temperature gradient between the sample and thermometer, a
small amount of exchange gas was used inside the sample chamber. However it
turned out that the temperature could not be increased above 150 K, probably
due to a large thermal contact between the sample holder and the helium bath.
3. Radiation loss- The radiation loss from the sample to the helium bath at high
temperatures (say, at 200 K) is around 5 mW which is much higher than the
maximum heater power (250µ Watts). So there is a huge radiation loss.
Solutions
1. One better way to avoid the problem is to place the sample as close to the ther-
mometer as possible. But this might end up in measuring the ac susceptibility
of the thermometer also. So care has to be taken.
2. Another solution, as tried also, is to put a very small amount of exchange
gas in the sample chamber and keep the outer chamber evacuated. But the
amount of exchange gas should be extremely small.
3. The radiation loss can be avoided by using an extra shielding outside the
sample chamber.
Nevertheless this system is built mainly to study the low temperature interesting
properties of molecular magnets. That is why sapphire plate as sample holder has
been used which is really a preferred material below 150 K [50].
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4. Test measurements with the new
susceptometer
A new device to measure the alternating current susceptibility has been built in
house to study the dynamical properties of materials. The susceptometer has been
calibrated and initial test measurements also have been done. The test measure-
ments done on the famous molecular magnet Mn12 acetate and a completely dif-
ferent antiferromagnetic compound Dy2PdSi3 are presented here in this chapter.
The focus is mainly on proving the working capability of the machine rather than
describing the physics of the compounds.
4.1. Mn12 acetate
This ac susceptometer is primarily designed to investigate the low temperature
features of the magnetic molecules as specified in the Chapter 3. The interesting
fact is, ac susceptibility proved to be an essential tool in tackling the magnetic
properties of such systems [9]. One of the well known molecular magnet studied
till now is [Mn12012(CH3COO)16(H20)4]·2CH3COOH·4H20, usually called as Mn12
acetate molecule. So to prove that the device is capable of measuring these kind
of complexes, the ac susceptibility measurements done on standard Mn12 acetate
molecule as an example, using this new set up is, discussed below.
Since a lot of discussions about the physics of this complex and other molecular
magnets have been done in the Chapter 2, here in this section, only the experimental
details and comparison with the literature data is given. This powder sample is
synthesized by R. Sessoli and co workers from Department of Chemistry, University
of Florence, Italy. 28mg of sample is put inside a cup shaped sample holder made
of sapphire which is specially designed for powder samples. A small piece of teflon
tape is placed on the top of the cup to fix the powder so that it should not move
or loss while screwing this cup to the upper part of sample rod. After fixing the
holder sample rod is inserted into the cryostat. The system is cooled down to 5 K.
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When it reached 5 K, a frequency f=133 Hz, and a voltage V=2 V is applied using
the Lock In Amplifier to the primary coil. A resistor, R=200 Ω is connected in series
with the primary coil to get a constant current and hence a constant magnetic field.
The current (I=VR/R where VR is the voltage measured across the resistor R)
calculated across the resistor is 7.6 mA. The magnetic field calculated from this is
1.28 Oe. The voltage of the empty coil is measured and compensation is performed
as described in Chapter 3. Sample rod is moved towards the secondary coil inside
the cryostat and is kept fixed where maximum signal from the sample is observed
in the Lock In Amplifier. Temperature variation of the ac susceptibility is measured
at a constant frequency and field. For all other frequencies the current applied is
kept constant by adjusting the voltage given through the Lock-In Amplifier.
Using this new set up the alternating current susceptibility is measured within a
temperature range of 4.5 K-15 K at an ac magnetic field of 1.28 Oe for frequencies
133, 333, 533, 733 and 933 Hz. The real part of susceptibility times temperature
(χ′T ) for a frequency of 333 Hz is plotted against the temperature in Fig. 4.1. The
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Figure 4.1.: Temperature dependence of real part of ac susceptibility for Mn12 acetate
in the form of χ′T measured using the newly built ac susceptometer.
real part of susceptibility increases on lowering the temperature and χ′T reaches a
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plateau at 52.9 emuK/mole below 15 K. This corresponds to an effective magnetic
moment of 20.5µB which in turn gives an effective spin of 10 (g factor used is 1.9
(taken from [58])). A decrease in the real part of susceptibility is observed below
9 K. Fig. 4.2 shows the literature data for this complex (taken from [9]). Main part
of Fig. 4.2 presents the temperature variation of real part of susceptibility in the
form of χ′T and the inset shows the temperature dependence of ac susceptibility
for three different frequencies. The real part shows a plateau at 52.3 emuK/mole
which corresponds to 20.5 µB which is close to the value obtained (20.5µB) using
the present device. Hence it is evident that the measurement performed using the
present device is in good agreement with the literature data. Also it is proved that
real part of ac susceptibility can characterize the ground state of the molecule in zero
applied field. This was one of the valuable information since Mn12 acetate molecule
was the first molecule which exhibited this much large spin value. The field and
Figure 4.2.: Temperature dependence of Mn12 acetate in the form of χ′T measured
taken from [9]. In the inset imaginary part of ac susceptibility is plotted
against temperature for three different frequencies.
frequency applied in the present case is slightly different from the literature data.
So there can be slight difference between two.
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Another valuable information which can be extracted from the ac susceptibility
measurements is about the relaxation effects associated with the magnetization. A
dramatic decrease observed in the real part of susceptibility below 9 K is due to
the anisotropy present in the molecule. Due to this there is an onset of the out
of phase or imaginary component of the susceptibility is observed which implies
that the sample’s magnetization is relaxing slowly. A simple paramagnet can show
relaxation effects if an external magnetic field is applied. But since here the mea-
surements have been taken in zero dc field, this possibility can be ruled out. To
understand this in detail, the temperature variation of ac susceptibility for three
different frequencies are measured (see Fig. 4.3). On lowering the temperature the
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Figure 4.3.: Temperature variation of the imaginary component of ac susceptibility for
Mn12 acetate complex measured at different frequencies are presented. The
applied ac field is 1.28 Oe.
imaginary component χ′′ becomes different from zero, reaches a maximum and then
goes to zero. The interesting fact is that this maximum in the imaginary part is fre-
quency dependent which is an indication of slow relaxation of magnetization. This
kind of frequency dependence has been observed in particles when their moment
cannot achieve thermal equilibrium in the time of the measurement, i.e, the particle
moment is blocked in the direction of the anisotropy axis [59]. The so called block-
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ing temperature corresponds to the temperature at which the relaxation time of
magnetization of the particle equals the characteristic time of the experiment. This
behavior is called superparamagnetism. Even though it is a well established result
that Mn12 acetate molecule shows superparamagnetic behavior, here again analysis
of this is given to confirm the working accuracy of the present home built device. In
order to confirm the superparamagnetic property, the inverse of the probe frequency
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Figure 4.4.: The temperature dependence of the relaxation time obtained from ac sus-
ceptibility measurements in a frequency range of 133 Hz-933 Hz, for the
Mn12 acetate molecule. The solid curve is the Arrhenius fit (see text).
versus inverse of maximum of the temperature found in the frequency dependent
imaginary part is plotted in Fig. 4.4. The curve is fitted with Arrhenius law,
τ = τ0exp(U/kBT ) (4.1)
where τ0 is the microscopic flipping time or the measure of how fast the system
relaxes and U is the energy reversal barrier. The values achieved from the fitting are
τ0=3.4× 1 0− 7 s (±4×10−8s) and U = 62 K (± 2 K) which are quite comparable
with the reported values [6], τ0= 2.1× 1 0− 7 s and U= 61 K. The measurements
performed on this compound gives information about the loss component in the
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magnetic moment. The relaxation time of the molecule can be estimated which
is one of the main objective in measuring the ac susceptibility. Here the important
parameters obtained are compared with the literature data and are in well agreement
with that thereby proving the working efficiency of the machine.
4.2. Dy2PdSi3
Test measurements have been performed on a well studied rare earth compound,
Dy2PdSi3. This is one of the few R-based (R=rare earth) intermetallic compounds
reported to exhibit giant magnetoresistance at low temperatures several years
ago [60]. This compound orders antiferromagnetically around 8 K [60–62]. Also a
spin glass like behavior has been observed in low temperatures (around 2 K) [62].
At high temperatures (above 25 K) the magnetic susceptibility measurements done
on this compound shows a paramagnetic nature obeying the Curie-Weiss law [63].
In order to explain the physics of this compound fully, study and analysis of other
magnetization and spectroscopic measurements are required. But here the aim is
to present the ac susceptibility data obtained from the new home built ac suscep-
tometer and compare it with the literature data thereby proving the efficiency of
the machine. Hence the focus is mainly on the measurement technique rather than
detailed description of the nature of the material.
The present studied compound is a single crystal of Dy2PdSi3 synthesized in Crystal
Growth Laboratory, IFW [64, 65]. For ac susceptibility measurements the sample is
fixed on the sapphire plate using G.E varnish in such a way that the ac field applied
is parallel to the a-axis of the crystal. The current applied is 7.6 mA which gives
an ac magnetic field of 1.28 Oe. Initial compensations are performed as described in
the Mn12 acetate case.
In Fig. 4.5, the real part of ac susceptibility measured at a frequency of 362 Hz
is plotted against temperature. An increase in ac susceptibility is observed with
decrease in temperature until it reaches a maximum around 8 K. After that the sus-
ceptibility decreases. This is in good agreement with the literature data [61] where
an antiferromagnetic transition has been observed at this temperature. Around 60 K
there is a hump which can be most probably due to some frozen air melting at this
temperature. The ac susceptibility measurements for one more frequency has been
performed on the sample in order to look for the possible spin glass behavior for
these type of materials. In the inset of the Fig. 4.5, the real part of ac susceptibilities
measured for two frequencies are ploted. From the behavior it is evident that there
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Figure 4.5.: The temperature dependence of the real part of ac susceptibility for
Dy2PdSi3 measured at a frequency of 362 Hz is shown. In the inset fre-
quency dependence of ac susceptibility is presented.
is no frequency dependence observed in the temperature range of investigation. The
imaginary part averages to zero as expected from the literature (not shown) [60].
In [67], Iyer etal reported a low temperature frequency dependence for this com-
pound. They showed the evolution of reentrant spin glass behavior around 2 K which
is beyond the temperature limit of the present device. The frequency dependence is
observed in the higher temperature also (around 7 K), but with the application of
external dc field. In the present set up the superposition of dc field is deliberately
avoided since the intention is to study the low magnetic moment samples at low ac
fields and at zero external magnetic field.
4.3. Summary
The test measurements using the new home built ac susceptometer are presented
here. Well known Mn12 acetate molecule is measured and compared with the litera-
ture data. Real part of susceptibility gives information about the effective magnetic
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Figure 4.6.: The temperature dependence of the real part of ac susceptibility for Dy2Pd
Si3 obtained using the present device (red symbols) and the data from
literature (green symbols) [63] are compared. The data from literature is
normalized to the present curve [66].
moment and effective spin value. The onset of imaginary part and the frequency
dependence observed in the imaginary part clearly points out to the presence of
relaxation effects. The relaxation time and energy barrier height which are valuable
informations for a molecular magnet, one can get from ac susceptibility measure-
ments as obtained in the present case also. These are well agreement with the
literature values proving the efficiency of the present built machine. A completely
different antiferromagnetic sample is also measured. The curve obtained from the
present device follows the literature data and shows the ordering temperature 8 K
as reported in the literature. This also proves the working nature of the machine. In
the measured temperature range, no frequency dependence and no imaginary part
is observed as in the literature. Both these samples proves the working capability
of the newly built machine.
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5. Phosphorous bridged complexes
The magnetic properties of novel binuclear metal complexes containing 1, 2-
diphospha- 3, 4, 5- triphenylcyclopentadienide are discussed in this chapter. The
study of these materials are relevant because of the fascinating physical properties
such as single molecular magnetism observed for multimetallic complexes [68, 69].
These properties are closely related to the diversity of oxidation states and the ef-
fective magnetic exchange coupling between the metal ions provided by different
short bridging ligands such as O2−, OH−, CN− etc. The 1, 2- diphospha- 3, 4, 5-
triphenylcyclopentadienide anions used here combine the ability to bridge metal
atoms with the feasibility of charge transfer owing to the large electronegativity
of phosphorous. These anions are of great interest due to the ability to form the
polynuclear complexes and clusters with different coordination modes with transi-
tion metal atoms [70]. This chapter is mainly focused on studying how the ligand
exchange can control the magnetism of the complex. Manganese, Nickel and Iron
based organic complexes containing the above said novel bridge are presented in
this chapter.
5.1. Manganese based complexes
In this section, the magnetic properties of Manganese (Mn) based complexes with
change in ligands are presented. The ligands used are, L=CO, MeCN∗, and PPh3†.
The synthesis of these complexes is shown in the Fig. 5.1 [71]. The complexes (1a-
c) are prepared starting from the tin derivative and Mn(I) bromide complex. The
MeCN in (1b) can be further easily replaced to phosphorous ligand by stirring the
mixture of 1b with equimolar amount of PPh3 at room temperature. A detailed
description of the synthesis is presented in [71]. According to the X-Ray single
crystal diffraction, the binuclear complex (1a) has two Mn atoms doubly bridged
by 1, 2- diphospha- 3, 4, 5- triphenylcyclopentadienide ligands (Fig. 5.2). Each Mn
∗MeCN: Cyanomethane (C2H3N)
†PPh3: Triphenylphosphine (C18H15P)
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Figure 5.1.: Synthesis of (Ph3C3P2)2Mn2(CO)6L2 where L=CO, MeCN, PPh3 [71]. Fur-
ther details are given in the text.
atom has a slightly distorted octahedral environment. The bond lengths and angle
between the Manganese and Phosphorous atoms indicate a significant delocalization
of the π electrons through the phosphorous centers.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.2.: Structure (a) and an ORTEP [71] view (b) of (Ph3C3P2)2Mn2(CO)8.
5.1.1. DC susceptibility
The static magnetic susceptibility of the powder samples has been measured at
temperatures between 2 K and 300 K at a magnetic field of 1 T. This is shown in
Fig. 5.3, Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 for L=CO, MeCN and PPh3 respectively.
In a broad temperature range the susceptibility follows closely the Curie-Weiss law
χ = C/(T+ θ)+χ0 for all the three complexes. Here C is the Curie constant, θ is
the Weiss temperature and χ0 is the small temperature independent contribution
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Figure 5.3.: Susceptibility and inverse susceptibility for (Ph3C3P2)2Mn2L2 with L as
CO. Curie-Weiss fit is shown as black line.
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Figure 5.4.: Susceptibility and inverse susceptibility for (Ph3C3P2)2Mn2L2 with L as
MeCN. Curie-Weiss fit is shown as black line.
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Figure 5.5.: Susceptibility and inverse susceptibility for (Ph3C3P2)2Mn2L2 with L as
PPh3. Curie-Weiss fit is shown as black line.
L C(emu K/mole) θ (K) peff (µB/Mn) Seff/Mn
CO 0.59 1 1.55 0.4
MeCN 1.21 17 2.20 0.7
PPh3 1.79 18 2.67 0.9
Table 5.1.: Fit parameters of static susceptibility for (Ph3C3P2)2Mn2L2
arising due to diamagnetism of the organic complexes, Van-Vleck paramagnetism
and also due to some instrumental effects which has been already subtracted from
the raw data. Here experimental data are shown by symbols and straight lines are
fits to the Curie-Weiss law. Applying the Curie-Weiss law in the high temperature
regime (80 K- 300 K) yields the values of C and θ, which are summarized in Table 5.1
The values of the effective magnetic moment peff=g
√
Seff (Seff + 1)µB and of the
effective spin Seff per one Mn ion calculated from C, assuming the g-factor of 2,
are also presented in the Table 5.1. Here µB is the Bohr magneton.
5.1.2. ESR measurements
To understand more in detail, ESR measurements have been performed which is
yet another powerful tool to study such metal organic complexes. ESR spectra of
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the Mn complex for all three ligands are shown in Fig. 5.6. The spectra (magnetic
field derivative of the absorbed microwave power dP(H)/dH) have been collected
at a frequency ν of 9.5 GHz at T = 9.2 K. This powder spectrum of each complex
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Figure 5.6.: ESR powder spectra of (Ph3C3P2)2Mn2L2 with L as CO, MeCN, PPh3
[71].
consists of two structured signals, one centered about the field H corresponding to
the g-factor value g ≈ 2.0 and the other centered about approximately half of that
field value corresponding to the g-factor of ≈ 4.2.
5.1.3. Discussions
In the present case the magnetic properties of Mn based complexes with three
different ligands are studied. For the ligand L = CO, the data yield an effective
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magnetic moment of peff = 1.55µB which changed to 2.2 µB for replacing the ligand
by L = MeCN. Eventually, for the ligand L = PPh3, peff = 2.67 µB was obtained.
Remarkably, as is directly evident from the experimental data, the effective moment
of Mn continuously increases from L = CO to L = MeCN and further to L = PPh3
(Table 5.1). The effective magnetic moment peff , and consequently the effective
spin Seff , clearly depend on a sort of the ligand at the manganese atom. In Fig. 5.3
where the ligand L = CO is present, which is a strong π acceptor, the moment is
small compared to Fig. 5.5 where L = PPh3 is presented which is a strong σ donor.
This can be understood from a simple picture. The strong π acceptor L = CO takes
electrons from the Mn site and reduces the effective moment of Mn, while the donor
L = PPh3 donates electrons to the Mn site and enhances the effective moment. L =
MeCN is an intermediate between these two. In other words there is really electron
redistribution is taking place at the Mn site due to the presence of acceptor or donor.
From the fit parameters shown in the Table 5.1, it is clear that the effective moment
peff for all studied complexes is significantly smaller than that of Mn(I), which is
the starting material of the synthesis, in the high-spin state (S = 2, g = 2, peff
= 4.9µB) (Mn(I) in the low-spin state is non magnetic) and is rather close to the
effective moment of Mn(II) in the low spin state (S = 1/2, g = 2, peff = 1.73 µB).
Thus from the static magnetization data one can assign the oxidation state of Mn
to being close to 2+.
Concomitantly, the Weiss temperatures amount to 1 K, 17 K and 18 K respectively,
for the three different ligands. The decrease in the strength of the π acceptor or
the increase of the σ donor yields an enhancement of the antiferromagnetic interac-
tions in the complexes which is reflected in the increase of the Weiss temperature
(Table 5.1). Thus the susceptibility data clearly suggest that in binuclear manganese
complexes the metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) takes place with the forma-
tion of Mn(II) species which causes antiferromagnetic interactions observed in a
broad range of temperature. Due to the long distance between both manganese
atoms (5.243 Å) this interaction can be realized only through 1, 2- diphosphacy-
clopentadienide rings. So from these measurements it is clear that the ligands affects
the magnetic moment and the coupling between the metal ions.
The ESR measurements give further insight into the results. The first observation
from the spectra is that there is a systematic change in the spectra upon ligand
substitution as already seen in the susceptibility data. The structure of the two
resonance signals can be straightforwardly understood in terms of the hyperfine in-
teraction HHF = S·A·I of the electron spin S with the nuclear spin I of Mn (IMn
= 5/2). Considering the Mn nuclear spin multiplicity 2IMn + 1 = 6 one expects a
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sextet of ESR lines whose separation is determined by the strength of the hyper-
fine tensor A. Indeed, both full (resonance line corresponding to g factor=2) and
half-field (resonance line corresponding to g factor=4.2) signals for all three com-
plexes comprise six partially resolved lines whose separation amounts to ≈ 80 Oe or
155×10−4 cm−1. Such values of the hyperfine constant are experimentally observed
for the low spin Mn(II) [72]. The A tensor can be substantially anisotropic. For
the powder averaged spectrum that would imply a broadening of the signal and
overlapping of the satellites, as is observed in our case (additional broadening could
arise due to the magnetic anisotropy, as discussed below).
The occurrence of the half-field signal in the ESR spectrum of the studied complexes
is remarkable. An isolated low-spin (S = 1/2) Mn(II) ion in the low-symmetry lig-
and coordination is characterized by a nearly isotropic g-factor close to a value of
2 [73]. Thus only a single (hyperfine split) line due to the resonance transition +1/2
⇔ -1/2 ( ∆Sz = ±1) within the Kramers spin doublet is expected at a ”full” reso-
nance field value Hres = hν /gB |∆Sz|. (Here h is the Planck constant). However,
a more complex ESR spectrum arises if the spins S1 and S2 of the two Mn ions in
the complex are exchange coupled in a spin dimer. The relevant spin Hamiltonian
H = JS1S2 + S1 ·D · S2 + gµB(S1 + S2)H includes the isotropic and anisotropic
exchange interaction, as well as the Zeeman interaction, first, second and third
terms, respectively [21]. The isotropic exchange J is responsible for the formation
of the multiplet structure characterized by a total spin S = S1 ± S2, whereas the
anisotropic term D removes the spin degeneracy of the magnetically active triplet
state S = 1 in the absence of external magnetic field (zero-field splitting). In a
magnetic field, depending on the relative strength of the anisotropic and Zeeman
interactions and on the orientation of the field vectorH with respect to theD-tensor
axes, the otherwise ”pure” spin triplet states |Sztot > = |+1>, |0> and |-1> can be
substantially mixed. Thus in addition to the allowed ESR transitions Sztot = ±1,
the formerly forbidden transitions Sztot = ±2 may occur as well. In appreciably
anisotropic systems the intensity of the latter may become comparable with the
main transition [73] yielding in particular in the powder averaged spectrum an in-
tense half-field signal with the ”doubled” effective g-factor geff = g|∆Sz| ≈ 2g.
One should note that the magnetic anisotropy also causes an additional inhomoge-
neous broadening of the powder spectrum since the respective resonance transitions
between the triplet states become anisotropic with respect to the magnetic field
orientation.
Just this scenario is apparently realized in the studied Mn binuclear complexes. The
energy scale for the isotropic Mn-Mn magnetic interaction J of the order of 10 K is
suggested by the observed Curie-Weiss temperatures (Table 5.1). Since usually |J |
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» |D|, the strength of the anisotropic part of the magnetic exchange is likely to be
comparable with the Zeeman interaction (0.5 K). This regime favors a significant
mixing of the dimer spin states yielding a strong half-field signal in the ESR spectra
(Fig. 5.6). Interestingly, its intensity increases concomitantly with the increase of the
Mn magnetic moment upon changing the ligand. Since the anisotropy of exchange
arises due to relativistic spin-orbit coupling effects, one may conjecture that tuning
the electron density in the complexes by the ligand substitution enhances the orbital
contribution to the magnetism of the binuclear complex when passing from a strong
π acceptor in to a weak σ donor one. The magnetic susceptibility combined with
ESR measurements shows fine tuning of the electron density at the core of the
molecular complex by variation of peripheral ligands.
5.1.4. Addition of Chlorine and Fluorine
In this section, the magnetic properties of the above said Mn based complex with
L=CO ligand is studied when Chlorine (Cl) or Fluorine (F) is added to the sys-
tem. The structure of the Cl substituted complex is shown in Fig. 5.7. The Cl is
P P
Mn
P P
Mn
OC
OC
OC
OC
CO
CO
CO
CO
Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl
Cl
Figure 5.7.: Structure of (Ph3C3P2)2Mn2(CO)8 with Cl6 added.
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attached to each of the Phenyl ring which are connected to the Mn via the Phos-
phorous bridge. The static susceptibility has been measured at temperatures from
2 K to 300 K. The linear temperature dependence of the inverse susceptibility in a
broad temperature range for both Cl and F substituted complexes as shown in the
Fig. 5.8 indicates a Curie-Weiss like behavior. Applying the Curie-Weiss law in the
high temperature region yields the Curie constant C and a Weiss temperature θ as
tabulated in Table 5.2. The susceptibility for both the complexes is shown in the
inset of Fig. 5.8. The effective magnetic moment calculated from the Curie constant
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Figure 5.8.: Inverse susceptibility of (Ph3C3P2)2Mn2(CO)8 with Cl6/ F6 added. The
susceptibility for both the complexes is shown in the inset.
and the effective spin value of the Cl(F) substituted complex is compared with the
parent L=CO complex in the Table 5.2. The variation in Weiss temperature is also
shown.
For the ligand L = CO, the data yield an effective magnetic moment of peff =
1.55µB which changed to 2.34µB when fluorine is added to the system. Eventually,
when chlorine is added peff = 3.07µB was obtained. Hence a systematic change in
magnetic moment is observed when Cl(F) is added the system. The Weiss temper-
ature also changes to 5 K when fluorine is added and to 8 K when chlorine is added.
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Complex C(emu K/mole) θ (K) peff (µ B/Mn) Seff/Mn
(Ph3C3P2)2Mn2(CO)8 0.59 1 1.55 0.4
(Ph3C3P2)2Mn2(CO)8F6 1.37 5 2.34 0.77
(Ph3C3P2)2Mn2(CO)8Cl6 2.35 8 3.07 1.1
Table 5.2.: Comparison of the fit parameters of the static susceptibility for
(Ph3C3P2)2Mn2(CO)8 and for the Cl and F substituted complexes.
As described in the above section, the parent compound (L=CO) which is an ac-
ceptor accepts electrons from the Mn site and hence reduces the magnetic moment
on Mn. When the Cl(F) is added to the system, a change in effective magnetic mo-
ment and also change in the antiferromagnetic interactions are observed. Generally,
Cl and F, the highest electronegative atoms in the whole periodic table can accept
electrons from the neighboring site. But here according to the structure they are
not directly connected to Mn. Indeed they are connected to Mn via the novel 1, 2-
diphospha-3, 4, 5- triphenyl-cyclopentadienide anion. If they were directly attached
to the Mn, then the influence of Cl(F) on the magnetic properties of Mn might be
higher than that observed here. Here comes the role of Phosphorous bridge which is
having the ability to transfer charge between the metal and ligands. Cl, compared
to F, less electronegative, accepts less electrons than F. Hence here also the earlier
prediction of electron redistribution is applicable. The ESR spectrum shows the hy-
perfine splitting lines and the additional forbidden line as in the parent compound
(not shown here). In short the addition of Cl(F) can change the magnetic property
of the transition metal ion.
5.2. Nickel based complex
In order to investigate the change in the magnetic moment and the interaction due
to the change in transition metal ion, a new complex is studied. Here the synthesis is
the same as that of the Mn complex with another transition metal ion, Nickel (Ni) is
used in place of Mn. The Phosphorous bridge as well as the phenyl ring remain the
same. The structure of the Ni complex complex with ligand L=Ph3C3P2 is shown
in the Fig. 5.9.
5.2.1. Magnetization and ESR measurements
The static magnetic susceptibility of the complex has been obtained in the tem-
perature range from 2 K to 300 K at a magnetic field of 1 T. The susceptibility
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Figure 5.9.: Structure of the Ni complex, (Ph3C3P2)2Ni2(Ph3C3P2)2
and inverse susceptibility data are shown in the Fig. 5.10. The linear temperature
dependence of the inverse susceptibility above 120 K indicates a Curie-Weiss like
behavior. Applying the Curie-Weiss law in the high temperature region yields the
Curie constant C = 4.93 emuK/mole and a Weiss temperature θ= −51 K. From
the Curie constant, the effective magnetic moment per Ni ion can be calculated as
peff= 4.44 µB and hence the spin value obtained is S=1.54/Ni (g factor used is 2.24
obtained from ESR measurements) which is close to the Ni3+ high spin state. The
slight increase of the effective magnetic moment as compared to the theoretical value
(4.26 µB) might be explained with the electron giving nature of the donor ligand.
The negative value of the Weiss temperature θ implies an effective ferromagnetic
interaction between the metal ions. This finding is in contrast to the Mn complexes
where a weak antiferromagnetic interaction has been observed between the two Mn
ions.
To confirm this observation the susceptibility times temperature (χT ) versus tem-
perature is shown in the inset of Fig. 5.10. The χT value at room temperature is
found to be 5.54 emuK/mole (6.65µB) which is close to that of isolated Ni3+ ions
in the high spin state (6.72µB). As the temperature decreases, the χT value in-
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Figure 5.10.: Susceptibility and inverse susceptibility for the Ni complex
(Ph3C3P2)2Ni2(Ph3C3P2)2. A Curie-Weiss fit (χ = C/(T+ θ)+χ0)
is shown as black line. In the inset the variation of susceptibility times
temperature upon changing the temperature is shown.
creases steadily and reaches a maximum of 18.21 emuK/mole (12.07µB) and then
decreases to 1.51 emuK/mole (3.48 µB) at 2 K. The increase in χT clearly points
out to ferromagnetic correlations as observed in several metal organic complexes
and molecular magnets [74–77]. The decrease in χT at low temperatures can be
attributed either due to small antiferromagnetic contribution or due to the glassy
nature of the material [76].
In order to obtain further knowledge about the nature of the magnetic interactions in
the complex, ESR measurements have been performed at a frequency of 9.5 GHz for
various temperatures. Fig. 5.11 displays a typical series of powder spectra obtained
above T = 50 K. These powder spectra consists of a symmetrical signal which can be
described by a Lorentzian line shape. The feature is centered about the field H cor-
responding to the g-factor value g = 2.24 which is common for Ni ions. Interestingly
the behavior of the complex below the Weiss temperature θ is very different, as can
be seen from the ESR spectra, plotted in the inset of the Fig. 5.11. Here the signal is
much broader and there is a shift in the spectra (also asymmetric feature). Due to
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Figure 5.11.: ESR powder spectra of the Ni complex (Ph3C3P2)2Ni2(Ph3C3P2)2
this broad signal it cannot be described by a Lorentzian lineshape. This broadening
and shifting of the spectra clearly tells a magnetic ordering at low temperatures.
The intensity of the spectra (not shown) measured shows a clear transition around
50 K which is close to the Weiss temperature. Also the line width (not shown) starts
to deviate from the linear behavior at low temperatures. These all clearly points
out the existence of magnetic ordering at low temperatures [78, 79].
In order to gain more insight into the low temperature behavior of the system further
analysis has been done based on dc susceptibility. The main part of Fig. 5.12 shows
the susceptibility versus temperature measured at a low field of 50 Oe with small
steps. The lower curve was obtained by cooling the system in zero magnetic field
from 50 K down to 1.8 K. Then the dc magnetic field of 50 Oe is applied and the mag-
netization (zero field cooled) is measured while the temperature is increased. The
other curve (field cooled) is obtained in a similar manner except that the sample is
cooled in the measuring field. A large difference in susceptibility is observed between
the zero field cooled and field cooled at low temperatures before two superimpose
at around 20 K. Another notable fact is that the zero field cooled susceptibility in-
creases up to 5 K until it reaches a maximum at around 4.6 K. The slight increase
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Figure 5.12.: The zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) measurements of dc
susceptibility done on the Ni complex (Ph3C3P2)2Ni2(Ph3C3P2)2 at 50 Oe.
In the inset, the temperature dependence of ZFC measurements at different
fields are shown.
seen in both curves below 3 K may be due to some paramagnetic impurity phase. In
addition to that there is a feature around 4 K in the field cooled data as evident from
Fig. 5.12. Generally, the peak in the zero field cooled measurement and the diver-
gence between zero field cooled and field cooled curves are characteristic behaviors
of either blocked superparamagnetic or spin-glass-like particles. However, it is re-
ally difficult to distinguish between these two phenomena. According to T. Bitoh
and coworkers, the field cooled susceptibility becomes saturated below the peak
temperature Tp for spin glasses and continues to increase below that temperature
for superparamagnets [59]. Unfortunately, this is not a clear distinction since the
glass behavior has been claimed in certain particles in which the field cooled curve
continues to increase with decreasing temperature [80]. Yet another notable fact is
that a feature is observed around 4 K in field cooled susceptibility measurement.
This is clearly not expected for a superparamagnet.
Another possible way to discriminate between a spin glass and a superparamag-
net is based on the dc field dependence of the zero field cooled susceptibility as
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shown in the inset of Fig. 5.12. The peak of the zero field cooled curve shifts to
lower temperatures with increasing dc field. In addition, the increasing field sup-
presses the peak so that at 1 T there is no peak observed until 1.8 K. The field
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Figure 5.13.: Almeida-Thouless line plotted for the Ni complex
(Ph3C3P2)2Ni2(Ph3C3P2)2. In the inset H2/3 versus reduced tem-
perature is shown (See text for details).
(H) dependence of the peak temperature (Tp) follows the Almeida-Thouless (AT)
line as Tp ∝ H2/3 [81, 82], as can be seen in Fig. 5.13. Again such a behavior is
indicative for both superparamagnetic and spin-glass phase. In 1987, Dormann and
coworkers suggested a possible distinction criteria by plotting H2/3 versus a reduced
temperature scaling [83]. A shift of the line with respect to the origin occurs only
in case of a superparamagnet. The inset in Fig. 5.13 displays H2/3 vs Tred where
Tred =1-(Tp(H)/Tp(0)). Extrapolating Tp versus H2/3 yields a value of 4.6 K for
Tp(0). Here, a shift of the line with respect to the origin is not observed which can
be attributed to a spin-glass-like behavior of the material.
Magnetization versus field (M-H) measured at 1.8 K is shown in the Fig. 5.14. As can
be seen, the magnetic signal of the sample at 5 T is very far from saturation. In this
condition, it is quite difficult to obtain a reliable value of saturation magnetization
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Figure 5.14.: Field dependence of magnetization for the Ni complex
(Ph3C3P2)2Ni2(Ph3C3P2)2 measured at 1.8 K. In the inset, the small
hysteresis observed in low fields for 1.8 K is zoomed in. Also M-H
measured at 20 K is also shown where there is no hysteresis present.
by a fitting procedure. Another interesting fact is that the M-H curve is almost linear
at all fields. A nonlinear contribution is expected due to the alignment of spins when
the magnetic field is applied. However this is not observed here and hence the curve
cannot be fitted with the Brillouin function. The small remaining curvature however
might be coming from a small number of impurity free spins. Interestingly a small
hysteresis is observed at 1.8 K as shown in the inset of Fig. 5.14 which indicates
a substantial remanence of 0.017 µB/f·u· and a coercive field of 270 Oe. However
the hysteresis is not present in the 20K curve where the zero field cooled and field
cooled susceptibility superimpose. This again points out the fact that there can be
a freezing of spins in the low temperature regime. Because of that the spins might
be randomly oriented.
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5.2.2. AC susceptibility measurements
To achieve a further understanding of the dynamic effects in the complexes ac sus-
ceptibility measurements have been performed in a temperature range of 3 K-30 K
for an ac field of 5 Oe. The main idea of doing ac measurements is to probe the
system with different frequencies in order to understand the relaxation mechanism.
The real part of the susceptibility of the Ni complex is shown in Fig. 5.15 for three
different frequencies. All data curves increase with decrease in temperature and
reach a maximum around 4 K and then decreases. Remarkably, the temperature at
which the maximum occurs is frequency dependent. Interestingly, the peak shifts
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Figure 5.15.: The temperature dependence of ac susceptibility for
(Ph3C3P2)2Ni2(Ph3C3P2)2 measured at different frequencies.
to lower temperatures with decreasing frequency. This kind of shift is normally
observed either in a superparamagnet or in a spin glass. A similar frequency depen-
dence of the peak temperature for a ferromagnet or antiferromagnet has not been
observed at such low frequency values. In these cases one needs to probe the system
with very high frequencies (mega to giga Hz) [84]. A quantitative measure of the
peak temperature shift with frequency is the relative shift in the peak temperature
per decade of frequency [84]. This value (c= ∆TpTp∆logω , where ω is the frequency of
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measurement and Tp is the peak temperature at which the susceptibility is max-
imum for each frequency) calculated is 0.09 which is at the border between spin
glass and superparamagnets (less than 0.1 for spin glasses and greater than 0.1 for
superparamagnets [84]).
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Figure 5.16.: Ac susceptibility obtained for (Ph3C3P2)2Ni2(Ph3C3P2)2 at a frequency
of 9.9 kHz with Hac=5 Oe and Hdc=0, 1000 and 2000 Oe is shown.
The ac susceptibility measurements performed for dc fields superimposed with ac
field is shown in Fig. 5.16 for a frequency of 9.9 kHz. The peak temperature observed
for the curve Hdc = 0 is at 4.82 K. When the dc field is changed to 1000 Oe, the
peak temperature changes to 4.13 K and eventually to 2.30 K for the curve Hdc =
2000 Oe. In all the three cases the ac field applied is constant (Hac = 5 Oe). Hence it
is evident that, as the dc field is increased, the peak temperature and peak intensity
decreases. This behavior is observed in spin-glasses [85].
In order to extract the relaxation time, lnτ is plotted versus 1/Tp where τ is the in-
verse of frequency. The line is fitted with the Arrhenius relation, τ = τ0exp(U/kBT)
where τ0 is the microscopic flip time and U is the anisotropy energy barrier. The fit
yields τ0 as 1.9×10−13 and U as 96 K which are reasonable values. The τ0 obtained
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Figure 5.17.: Arrhenius plot for (Ph3C3P2)2Ni2(Ph3C3P2)2.
is more close to a typical spin glass value. The energy completely depends on the
system under study.
5.2.3. Discussions
The two Ni ions are interacting via the phosphorous bridge ferromagnetically. This
is evident from the dc susceptibility measurements and is also supported by ESR
measurements. The slight increase in the effective magnetic moment suggests an
electron transfer from the ligand to the metal ion as observed in Mn complexes.
At low temperatures a magnetic ordering was observed in all measurements. In low
magnetic fields a peak becomes visible in the dc susceptibility and a divergence
between zero field cooled and field cooled curves occurs. This is related to the
small hysteresis which is evident in the magnetization curve at 1.8 K and which
is not present at 20 K. Further more the magnetization curve is not saturating
even at 5 T. This observation together with the frequency dependent peak in the ac
susceptibility measurements rules out the possibility of a pure ferromagnetic system.
The Almeida-Thouless line fit from the dc measurements and the Arrhenius fit
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from the ac susceptibility measurements suggest the existence of frozen spins below
the peak temperature. This is a rather remarkable observation. In many metal-
organic complexes the superparamagnetic behavior is observed where the thermal
energy overcome the anisotropy energy of individual particles. Only in few cases spin
glass behavior is also reported ([76, 77, 86, 87]). A spin glass is a randomly mixed
interacting magnetic system characterized by a random, yet co-operative freezing
at a well defined temperature Tp below which a highly irreversible, metastable
frozen state occurs without the usual long range order. In this state the magnetic
moments are disordered as in a paramagnet [84]. But the spins freeze or relax only
very slowly, i.e, a magnetic moment which is in up direction at time t=0 will be
in the same up direction after a long time. According to Sessoli et al., the spin
glass order can be seen in the famous Fe8 molecule due to the defects present in
the system [22]. The defects arises in the system when the array of parallel chains
of clusters are interrupted and hence the interaction between the pieces if chains
becomes non vanishing. Hidalgo etal suggested the existence of dipolar ordering in
Fe8 complexes and assumed the relaxation dynamics can be due to spin glass like
ordering [87]. The irreversibility in the temperature is clearly visible from the zero
field cooled-field cooled measurements. The temperature at which both coincides
can be denoted as Tirrev. The larger the difference between the Tirrev and the peak
in the zero field cooled data Tp (Tirrev-Tp), the larger the distribution of relaxation
times. In [77] it has been suggested that there is a coexistence of ferromagnetic
behavior and spin glass behavior in a metal organic compound. As a possible reason
they discussed that this can be due to the presence of inhomogeneity and inherent
structural disorder and also a random distribution of water molecules. In the present
case also ferromagnetic and spin glass like behavior is observed which also can be
due to some structural disorders. Detailed structural analysis is hence necessary.
Since these are novel materials further studies are progressing which can give a
clear insight into the origin of this kind of behavior. The anisotropy in the molecule
could lead to a splitting of the ESR spectra and could give a complicated spectra.
The high filed high frequency ESR measurements is really necessary to understand
the magnetic anisotropy and splitting of spectra. Since the sample is highly air
sensitive, the measurements could not be realized till now. Also the chemists are
synthesizing more compounds in which the ligand is different and magnetic property
studies are also started. Investigation of the system with chlorine ligand are under
way.
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5.3. Iron based complex
In this section, novel complex based on Iron (Fe) is presented. The sodium 3, 4, 5-
triphenyl- 1, 2- diphosphacyclopentadienide reacts with FeBr2 to form an unique
Fe/Na coordination polymer containing alternated sodium and iron atoms con-
nected by 1, 2- diphophacyclopentadienide ring. The ligands are the same as in
Ni complex. But here the studied complex is a polymer and also Fluorine atoms
are attached to the phenyl ring. The elongation of iron-to-ring with simultaneous
shortening sodium-to-ring distances (1.890 Å) reflects a significant delocalization of
electronic density in the polymer [88]. According to the chemical formula, the oxi-
dation state of Fe in this complex is 1+ which is very rare. As presented in the Mn
case, here also it would be interesting to study the magnetic properties of this Fluo-
rine substituted Fe1+ compound if realized. The chemical structure of this polymer
compound is shown in the Fig. 5.18.
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Figure 5.18.: The structure of ((Ph-F)3C3P2)Fe((Ph-F)3C3P2)Na with Fe are connected
to Na ions via the 1,2-diphosphacyclopentadienide ring and the Fluorine
atoms are added to each of the phenyl group.
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DC susceptibility measurements
The static magnetic susceptibility has been measured for this complex within a
temperature range of 1.8 K to 300 K at a magnetic field of 5 T. The susceptibility
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Figure 5.19.: The susceptibility and inverse susceptibility for ((Ph-F)3C3P2)Fe((Ph-
F)3C3P2)Na. Curie-Weiss fit (χ = C/(T+ θ)+χ0) is shown as black line.
The results of the fit are given in the text.
follows a Curie-Weiss like behavior in almost all temperature regime as clearly evi-
dent from the Fig. 5.19. Applying the Curie-Weiss law yields the Curie constant C
as 2.74 emuK/mole which gives an effective magnetic moment of 4.68 µB. Now the
only magnetic ion, Fe in this complex can be either in Fe2+ high spin state (3d6, S
= 2, peff = 4.90µB) or in Fe3+ high spin state (3d5, S = 5/2, peff = 5.91µB). The
theoretical effective magnetic (peff = g
√
S(S+ 1)) moment is calculated by taking
into consideration of the spin only g value of 2. More discussions about the oxida-
tion state is presented after the analysis of ESR spectra. The Weiss temperature θ
obtained is 12 K which implies a very weak antiferromagnetic interaction.
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ESR measurements
To understand more in detail, X-band ESR measurements have been performed for
different temperatures. The amplitude of the absorption derivative of ESR spectra
is higher for low temperature which is consistent with the dc susceptibility measure-
ments. Interestingly the spectra consists of three resonance lines. One corresponding
to g-factor = 2 which is broad and expected. But the main line whose intensity is
higher than the other line is one corresponding to g-factor = 4.3 which is a re-
markable effect. Also a shoulder in the region of g = 7.5 is observed which is a
characteristic of iron ions in the 3+ valence state [89]. This is discussed below in
detail.
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Figure 5.20.: ESR spectra of ((Ph-F)3C3P2)Fe((Ph-F)3C3P2)
5.3.1. Discussions
Fe based novel organic complex is studied by means of magnetization and ESR
measurements. Here one formula unit consists of one Fe ion and two ligands. From
the static susceptibility measurements it is evident that the Fe is not in the Fe1+
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state. In addition to that the three resonance lines observed in ESR spectra which
are the characteristics of Fe3+ ions rules out the possibility of 1+ or 2+ valence
state for Fe. For Fe3+ high spin state, if g-factor = 2, theoretically the effective
magnetic moment should be 5.91µB which is much larger than the experimentally
found effective moment, 4.64µB. The decrease in effective magnetic moment in the
present complex can be attributed to the effect of highly electronegative Fluorine
attached ligands. This ligand can accept electrons from the Fe site and can reduce
the effective magnetic moment on Fe. Hence here also the electron redistribution
takes place due to the metal-to-ligand charge transfer. Another interesting fact is
that the main resonance line observed in the ESR spectra is g-factor = 4.27. This
also affects the change in effective magnetic moment. The Weiss temperature which
amounts to 12 K implies a weak antiferromagnetic interaction.
The ESR spectrum obtained showed three resonance lines corresponding to g-factors
2, 7.5 and 4.27. The origin of this can be explained as follows. For the iron ion is
the 3+ state, the g value expected is close to 2. But in many cases the g value
much greater than 2 also is observed [89]. The theory of these large g values can be
expressed by the spin Hamiltonian (as discussed in Chapter 1),
H = g.µBH.S +D(S2z −
1
3S(S + 1)) +E(S
2
x − S2y) (5.1)
where D and E are the axial and rhombic anisotropy parameters.
Normally, if the crystal field energy is larger than the Zeeman energy, the Fe ion
with S = 5/2, in zero field splits into three well spaced doublets ±5/2,±3/2 and
±1/2. In a weak magnetic field, the selection rule permits EPR transitions in the
±1/2 doublet with g = 2 and 6 [30]. But in several glasses and other Fe3+ based
materials, a line at g = 4.28 has been observed [89–92]. It is mainly arising due to
the iron ion with a fine structure term of the form E(S2x − S2y) in the Hamiltonian.
In a weak magnetic field, this has an isotropic g-factor of 4.28 [30] which is in good
agreement with the value of 4.27 observed in the present case.
The g-factor = 2 is due to the Fe3+ ions coupled via exchange interactions. The
intensity of this line is weak. The weak antiferromagnetic interaction obtained from
the Curie-Weiss fit of the susceptibility measurements is in good agreement with
this ESR data. Another line corresponding to g = 6, is also observed here with a
variation from the theoretical value. But the anisotropy of this line can give rise
to the present 7.5 value as observed in [89] The reason is that, when the crystal
electric field is large (D or E ≥ gµBH) spins will no longer precess freely about the
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magnetic field direction and the g-factor will be different from 2 [93]. There are two
special cases.
Case 1. D ≥ gµBH, E = 0 - Here in zero magnetic field, the six degenerate spin
states of Fe3+ (3d5, S=5/2) ion split into three Kramer’s doublets with energies
W=Dm2, m = ±5/2,±3/2,±1/2. Application of a small magnetic field enables
each of the degeneratem states to split. All transitions except that betweenm=-1/2
and m=1/2 are forbidden by the selection rule of ∆m = ±1. The observed g-factors
are 2 and 6. This is exactly observed in the present case with a g-factor of 2 as
expected and a highly anisotropic g-factor of 7.5. The anisotropy in line g = 6 is
large, but is observed in many Fe3+ based compounds [89]. This shoulder line is
explained as a characteristic of Fe3+ ion.
Case 2: D = 0, E ≥ gµBH - Here also there are three Kramer’s doublets for H
= 0 and are split by the application of a small magnetic field H with an observed
g value of 4.28 as explained by [92] for the first time for the central doublet. In
the present case also a g-factor of 4.27 is observed which is in coincidence with the
literature data. The significance of this line is that there are Fe3+ isolated ions in
the octahedral structure. This can be visualized in terms of large Fe-Fe distances.
In short, resonance line at g = 2 is due to the Fe3+ ions coupled via exchange
interactions, resonance at g = 4.27 is due to isolated Fe3+ ions in rhombic symmetry
(D = 0, E 6= 0) and resonance signal at g = 7.5 is due to the axial distortion (D 6=
0, E = 0). Another complex is also studied with Chlorine (Cl) substituted instead
of Fluorine (F). There, the susceptibility and ESR measurements are mostly similar
to the F substituted complexes and hence not discussing here. Only difference is
in chlorine substituted complex contains anisotropic g-factor at 2 and also two
resonance lines are found at 6 and 7.5.
5.4. Summary
Mn, Ni and Fe based organometallic complexes which are linked via novel bridging
ligands 1, 2- diphosphacyclopentadienyl are studied by means of susceptibility and
ESR methods. The most interesting studied complex Mn dimer, indicates the fine-
tuning of the electron density at the core of the molecular complex by variation of
peripheral ligands. Three different ligands are used, L=CO, L=MeCN and L=PPh3.
A systematic change in effective magnetic moment and ESR spectra is observed
which give clear evidence of its dependence on the nature of the ligands at the Mn
atom. The effective moment peff for all studied complexes is significantly smaller
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than that of Mn(I) in the high-spin state (S = 2, g = 2, peff=4.9 µB), which is the
starting material of synthesis and is rather close to the effective moment of Mn(II) in
the low spin state (S = 1/2, g = 2, peff = 1.73µB) with a slight deviation. Indeed,
the ESR data indicated an orbital angular moment contribution in addition to the
spin moment which can explain the reason for the deviation of effective magnetic
moment. It has been showed that the addition of Cl/F to the phenyl ring of the Mn
complex can also influence the magnetism of the molecule. In the Ni based complex
a ferromagnetic interaction is observed which is in contrast to the antiferromagnetic
interaction observed in the Mn complexes. The field dependence of dc susceptibility
and the frequency dependence of ac susceptibility measurements are studied and
presented in this chapter. The ac susceptibility data indicates a glassy-like behavior
at low temperatures. In the last section an Fe based polymeric chain compound is
presented which can be explained well by the presented Hamiltonian.
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6. Sulphur bridged complexes
Ni(II) based organic complexes are widely investigated over the past decades due to
their interesting physical and magnetic properties which can lead to the phenomena
single molecular magnetism ([94–96]). The study of the magnetic properties of novel
Nickel(II) complexes which are linked via Sulphur bridges are presented here in this
chapter. Two complexes are discussed here, a dimer Ni(II) complex and a trimer
Ni(II) complexes. The interesting fact is that the Ni-S-Ni bond angle in both the
complexes are different and hence it is important to know the influence of this
change in bond angle on the magnetic properties of the complexes.
6.1. Synthesis and structure of dinulcear and
trinuclear complexes
Synthesis has been done by chemists from Institute of Inorganic Chemistry, Uni-
versity of Leipzig. The structure of dinuclear and trinuclear complexes are shown in
Fig. 6.1. The dinuclear complex, [Ni2L1(µ-OAc)·I2][I5] (Fig. 6.1(a)) which is hav-
Ni N
S O
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Ni Ni
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S O
Ni Ni
J' Ni J'
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(b)
Figure 6.1.: Structure of (a) Ni2 complex and (b) Ni3 complex.
ing a central N3Ni2(µ-S)2(µ-OAc)Ni2N3 core is synthesized by the reaction of
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[NiII2 L1(OAc)][ClO4] with diiodine in CH3CN at 0 ◦C. The trinuclear complex,
[Ni3L2(OAc)2][BPh4]2 (Fig. 6.1(b)) was synthesized as a green microcrystalline pow-
der from a complexation reaction between [Ni(OAc)]2·4H2O and the free ligand
H2L2 in the presence of triethylamine. Here H2L1 and H2L2 represent 24-membered
macrocyclic amino-thiophenol ligands. X-ray analysis shows a mean Ni-S-Ni bond
angle of 92 ◦ and 133 ◦ in Ni2 and Ni3 complex respectively. Also the Ni-Ni distance
found is 3.601 Å in the dinuclear complex and 4.229 Å and 4.234 Å in the trinuclear
complex. Detailed description about the synthesis and chemical analysis are given
in [97, 98].
6.2. Ni2 complex - Magnetic Measurements
The field dependence of static magnetization obtained for temperatures 2 K, 4.2 K
and 10 K are shown in Fig. 6.2 The low temperature field dependence plots shows a
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Figure 6.2.: Field dependence of magnetization of Ni2 complex measured at 2 K, 4.2 K,
10 K.
clear curvature upto 5 T whereas at 10 K the magnetization is nearly linear with the
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magnetic field. The measurements at 2 K shows a saturation magnetization (MS)
of about 4.4 µB/2Ni which corresponds to the magnetic ground state of the system
with a total spin S = 2. This implies a ferromagnetic coupling between the two Ni
ions (3d8, S = 1). The static magnetic susceptibility measurements obtained in the
temperature range from 2 K to 300 K at a magnetic field of 1 T are shown in the
Fig. 6.3. In the high temperature region (above 200 K) the curve obeys Curie-Weiss
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Figure 6.3.: Susceptibility and inverse susceptibility obtained for Ni2+ complex in a
temperature range of 2 K to 300 K at a magnetic field of 1 T is shown. The
black line represents the Curie-Weiss fit and the green line represents the
dimer model fit. In the inset χT versus temperature is shown.
law as evident from the inverse susceptibility plot. Applying the Curie-Weiss law
yields a Curie constant of 2.81 emuK/mole and a Weiss temperature of −13 K. The
effective magnetic moment calculated per Ni ion from the Curie constant is 3.35 µB
which gives an effective spin value of 1 (g-factor used is 2.3 as obtained from ESR
measurements). This again confirms the valence state of Ni to be 2+. The nega-
tive value of the Weiss temperature implies a ferromagnetic interaction between the
Nickel ions. A deviation from the Curie-Weiss behavior is obtained at low temper-
atures. To understand this more in detail, the curve is fitted with a dimer model
(detailed description given in discussion part) which fully reproduces the experi-
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mental data as shown in Fig. 6.3 (green lines). The fitting yields a ferromagnetic
exchange interaction of J = −42 K. In the inset of Fig. 6.3 susceptibility times tem-
perature (χT ) versus temperature is also shown. The analysis of χT plot gives the
same information as that obtained from Curie-Weiss fit. The χT value at room
temperature is 2.42 emuK/mole (4.4µB) which increases with decreasing tempera-
ture, reaching a maximum value of 4.18 emuK/mole (5.78µB). This increase in χT
with decrease in temperature indicates the ferromagnetic interaction between the
Ni ions. Below 18 K, χT decreases which can be due to interlayer antiferromagnetic
interaction and or the zero field splitting effect of Ni2+ ions in the axially elongated
octahedral surroundings [76].
6.3. Ni3 complex - Magnetic Measurements
The field dependence of the static magnetization obtained for temperatures 2 K
and 4.2 K respectively are shown in Fig. 6.2. The magnetization is not completely
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Figure 6.4.: Field dependence of magnetization of Ni3 complex measured at 2 K and
4.2 K.
saturated at 5 T as evident from the curve. But the shape of the curve implies an
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approach to the saturation of moments. At 5 T, the magnetic moment obtained
is 1.94 µB/3Ni which corresponds to the magnetic ground state of the molecule
with a total spin of Stot = 1. This implies that the three Ni ions are coupled via
antiferromagnetic interactions (3d8, S = 1). The static susceptibility measurements
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Figure 6.5.: Susceptibility and inverse susceptibility obtained for Ni2+ complex in a tem-
perature range of 2 K to 300 K at a magnetic field of 1 T is shown. The green
line represents the trimer model fit. In the inset χT versus temperature is
shown.
obtained in the temperature range from 2 K to 300 K at a magnetic field of 1 T is
shown in the Fig. 6.5. A strong nonlinear behavior is observed above 50 K as evident
from the inverse susceptibility curve. The Curie-Weiss model could not explain this
behavior since this model is applicable at higher temperatures and the measured
temperature regime in the present case is sufficiently small enough to apply this
model. A trimer model fit (explained below) fully reproduces the experimental curve
as shown in Fig. 6.5 (green lines) and reveal an antiferromagnetic coupling J =
97 cm−1 (140 K) between the Ni ions. The χT versus temperature curve shown in
the inset also confirms the antiferromagnetic interaction between the Ni ions in the
ground state.
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6.4. Discussions
The field dependence of static magnetic susceptibility in Ni2 and Ni3 complex re-
veals the possibility of Ni to be in Ni2+ high spin state which is confirmed by the
susceptibility measurements. In addition to that a ferromagnetic ground state is
observed for Ni2 complex whereas in Ni3, an antiferromagnetic ground state is ob-
served. The dc susceptibility measurements are analyzed by taking into account of
a modified Hamiltonian,
Heff = g · µB
N∑
i=1
Si ·H︸ ︷︷ ︸
Zeeman
+D
N∑
i=1
(S2iz −
1
3Si(Si + 1))︸ ︷︷ ︸
axial anisotropy
+ E
N∑
i=1
(S2ix − S2iy)︸ ︷︷ ︸
transverse anisotropy
+
∑
i>j
JijSi · Sj︸ ︷︷ ︸
exchange interaction
(6.1)
The first term of the Hamiltonian is the Zeeman interaction of the spin S with the
magnetic field H. The second and third terms represents the zero field splitting of
the spin state caused by an anisotropic crystal field. D is the axial anisotropy term
which is −23.3 GHz (−0.78 cm−1) for Ni2 and 60 GHz (2 cm−1) for Ni3 complex as
obtained from ESR measurements [98]. E is the transverse anisotropy term which is
70 GHz (2.3 cm−1) for Ni2 and 10 GHz (0.3 cm−1) for Ni3 complex [98]. The fourth
term amounts to the strength of isotropic intramolecular magnetic coupling between
the neighboring Ni ions (J < 0 denotes ferromagnetic coupling and J > 0 denotes
antiferromagnetic coupling).
Numerical solution of the Hamiltonian enables a simulation of the magnetic sus-
ceptibility using the julX simulation program [99]. The model curve in Ni2 complex
fully reproduces the experimental results and gives a ferromagnetic exchange cou-
pling of J = −29 cm−1 (−42 K) between the two Ni ions. It also gives a temper-
ature independent diamagnetic component, χ0 = −1.5× 1 0−3 emu/mole which is
due to the diamagnetic susceptibility of organic ligands. The trimer model curve in
Ni3 complex also fully reproduces the experimental results and gives an antiferro-
magnetic coupling of J = 97 cm−1 (140 K) with a diamagnetic component of χ0 =
−3.9× 1 0−3 emu/mole. According to this model the energy levels of the spin states
of Ni3 complex also can be calculated which is shown in the Fig. 6.6. It was already
evident from the susceptibility measurements that there is a strong nonlinearity in
the high temperature region. The reason for this can be explained as follows. In the
ground state the 3Ni ions couples antiferromagnetically and gives a total spin of 1.
But in high temperatures the excited states also starts to populate and the energy
gap obtained from the ground state (Stot = 1) to the first excited state Stot = 2 is
found to be 140 K which is the intramolecular exchange found from the susceptibil-
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Figure 6.6.: Calculated energy spectrum of the spin states of Ni3 complex.
ity analysis. In high temperatures all these Ni spins arrange parallel to each other
and give rise to the second excited state Stot = 3. Hence above 50 K there is a strong
nonlinearity caused by the thermal activation of the higher energy multiplets.
6.5. Summary
The magnetic properties of novel polynuclear nickel complexes (Ni2 and Ni3) with
sulphur bridge is discussed in this chapter. The magnetization measurements reveals
the spin state of Ni to be Ni2+ state. Curie-Weiss law can be applied in case of Ni2
whereas a strong nonlinearity is observed in Ni3 complex. From the Curie-Weiss
fittings a ferromagnetic interaction is found for the Ni2 complex. In order to know
the strength of coupling in both complexes, a model Hamiltonian is presented and
the numerical analysis using this fully describes the experimental susceptibility data.
The g-factor and zero field splitting parameters obtained by ESR measurements are
not discussed in this chapter. But the values are used for calculating the strength of
coupling. In Ni2 dimer, a negative J value, −42 K is obtained which again confirms
the ferromagnetic coupling between the two Ni ions whereas in Ni3 complex an
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antiferromagnetic interaction is observed which can be visualized with an isotropic
intramolecular magnetic constant J as 140 K. The difference in the coupling in Ni2
and Ni3 complex can be attributed to the different Ni-S-Ni bridging bond angles
which was one of the main idea in synthesizing and studying these complexes.
The energy spectrum calculated using the Hamiltonian illustrates an energy gap of
140 K between the ground state and the first excited state in Ni3 complex, thereby
confirming the existence of higher energy spin multiplets. This explains the nonlinear
behavior of susceptibility as evident from the inverse susceptibility data.
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7. Summary and Conclusions
One of the main objective of this dissertation work was to construct an ac sus-
ceptometer in house which can be used to investigate the dynamical properties of
molecular magnets. A second objective was to understand the introdependencies
of exchange interaction and formation of magnetic moments with the structural,
geometrical and electronic changes in the organometallic complexes.
AC susceptibility proved to be a powerful tool in tackling the fascinating properties
of magnetic molecules. The study of molecular magnets flourished in the present
stage along with the investigation of dynamical properties of the molecules. The
design and fabrication of a newly built machine to measure the ac susceptibility is
described in this thesis with explaining each part. The construction of the sample
holder, coil assembly and other mechanical and electrical parts are presented. Ex-
treme care had been taken to avoid all experimental limitations/sources of noise.
Initial tests, electronic compensation, calibration of the device and thermometers
were performed. With the present set-up the phase resolved ac susceptibility can be
measured as a function of frequency, ac field and temperature. Test measurements
had been performed on two compounds, a molecular magnet Mn12 acetate and an
antiferromagnet, Dy2PdSi3. The frequency dependence found in the imaginary part
of ac susceptibility for the Mn12 acetate molecule, as expected from the literature,
can explain the slow relaxation of magnetization in the molecule. The superpara-
magnetic nature found for the molecule is well described by applying Arrhenius
law. The relaxation time τ0 = 3.4× 1 0− 7 s, and the energy reversal barrier height
U = 62 K, obtained from the Arrhenius fit are well agreement with the reported
values (τ0 = 2.1× 1 0− 7 s and U= 61 K). Another studied sample Dy2PdSi3 also
follows the literature curve and exhibits an antiferromagnetic transition around 8 K.
No dependence in frequency was observed in this case as expected. The successful
test measurements on these two representative compounds declares the working
accuracy of the machine.
The effect of varying the electron density of states at the transition metal ion is
demonstrated by studying the novel binuclear complexes containing two transition
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metal ions (Mn or Ni) connected by 1, 2- diphosphocyclopentadienide bridges for
different ligands. We found strong effects of the actual ligand as well on both the
magnetic moment of metal ions as on the magnetic coupling via the phosphorous
bridge. For Mn ions in the core and the ligand L = CO, the data yield an effective
magnetic moment of peff = 1.55µB which changed to 2.2 µB for replacing the ligand
by L = MeCN. Eventually, for the ligand L = PPh3, peff = 2.67 µB was obtained.
Concomitantly, the Weiss temperatures amount to 1 K, 17 K and 18 K respectively,
for the different ligands. A systematic change of ESR spectra confirmed significant
dependence of the magnetic properties on the ligands. Hence it can be concluded
that the ligand determine the electron density at the metal site. The strong accep-
tor CO takes electrons from the manganese sites and hence reduces the effective
magnetic moment. The strong donors, PPh3 at the same time provide electrons
and enhances the magnetic moment on the Mn sites. L = MeCN is an intermedi-
ate between these two. Quantitatively, the effective moment is more close to the
effective moment for Mn2+ low spin state which is 1.73µB provided the g factor 2,
with a slight deviation. Indeed, the ESR data indicated an orbital angular moment
contribution in addition to the spin moment which can explain the reason for the
deviation of effective magnetic moment.
In the Phosphorous bridged Ni complex, a ferromagnetic interaction was observed
whereas antiferromagnetic exchange was found in the similar Mn complex. Static
magnetization, ESR and ac susceptibility measurements had been performed on this
complex which all indicated the presence of a low temperature magnetic ordering.
The application of the Curie-Weiss law for the dc susceptibility measured at 1 T
predicted the valence state of Ni to be 3+. The magnetization was not saturating
even at 5 T and a small hysteresis was found with a remanence of 0.017 µB/f·u· and
a coercive field of 270 Oe. A peak which appeared in zero field cooled susceptibility
measurements around 4 K in low dc magnetic fields vanishes at higher fields. Re-
markably, a divergence in zero field cooled and field cooled measurements also had
been found. The temperature dependence of ac susceptibility measurements had
been measured upon varying the frequency. Interestingly, the peak obtained in the
susceptibility shifts to lower temperatures with decreasing frequency which can be
due to superparamagnetic or spin glass like nature. It isconcluded that freezing of
spins occurs below the peak temperature. The relaxation time obtained is in well
agreement with the values obtained for spin glasses.
The studies on a newly synthesized Fe based polymeric complex with alternate Fe
and Na atoms connected by 1, 2- diphophacyclopentadienide ring, and Fluorine
atoms attached to each of the six phenyl rings are presented in the thesis. The
magnetic measurements propose the valence state of Fe in the studied complex to be
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3+. According to the chemical structure the elongation of the iron-to-ring distance
with simultaneous shortening of the sodium-to-ring distances (1.890 Å) reflects a
significant delocalization of the electronic density in the polymer. This is confirmed
by the magnetic measurements. The ESR spectra obtained for this complex exhibit
three resonance lines corresponding to the g-factors 2, 4.27, 7.5 respectively. The
resonance line at g = 2 is due to the Fe3+ ions coupled via exchange interactions,
resonance at g = 4.27 is due to isolated Fe3+ ions in rhombic symmetry (D = 0, E
6= 0) and resonance signal at g = 7.5 is due to the axial distortion (D 6= 0, E = 0).
The study of the magnetic properties of novel Nickel(II) complexes which are linked
via sulphur bridges are presented. Two complexes are discussed here, a dimer Ni(II)
complex and a trimer Ni(II) complexes. The Ni-S-Ni bond angles in the dimer and
trimer complexes were different and hence it was important to understand the in-
terplay of bond angle on the magnetism of the molecule. The static magnetization
measurements performed in these complexes revealed Ni to be in the Ni2+ high spin
state. Numerical analysis of the magnetic susceptibility using a model Hamiltonian
fully reproduced the experimental data. This yields an isotropic intramolecular mag-
netic coupling constant J = −42 K and J = 140 K for dimer and trimer Nickel(II)
complexes respectively. Hence due to the change in bond angle a ferromagnetic
ground state was observed in Ni dimer and an antiferromagnetic ground state was
observed in Ni trimer complex. In the Ni trimer complex a strong nonlinear behavior
was observed in high temperatures which can be explained as due to the thermal
activation of higher energy spin multiplets. The energy spectrum calculated using
the Hamiltonian illustrated an energy gap of 140 K between the ground state and
the first excited state in Ni3 complex, thereby confirming the existence of higher
energy multiplets.
In general the variation in the exchange interaction and the electron density of
states due to the change in the organic ligands or the change in bond angles is well
demonstrated by studying the Mn, Ni and Fe based complexes. Some of these found
to be very good candidates which can be used as building blocks to prepare new
molecular magnets.
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A. Symbols and constants
A hyperfine coupling constant
α calibration coefficient
B magnetic flux density
BJ Brillouin function
c velocity of light in free space (2.9979×108ms−1)
C curie constant
χ magnetic susceptibility
d diameter,distance
D axial anisotropy constant
∆ crystal field splitting parameter
e magnitude of electron charge (1.6× 1 0−19 C)
E transverse anisotropy constant
E energy
g g factor
gJ g factor for total total angular momentum
GLS degeneracy of low spin state
GHS degenracy of high spin state
h̄ Planck’s constant/2π (1.054 6× 1 0−34 Js)
H Hamiltonian
H magnetic field strength (magnetic field)
HS High Spin
I nuclear spin momentum quantum number
I current
J exchange integral
J total angular momentum
kB Boltzmann’s constant(1.38×10−23JK−1)
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A Symbols and constants
l orbital angular momentum quantum number
L length
L ligand
L orbital angular momentum
LS LS coupling, Low spin state
λ spin-orbit constant
m magnetic moment
me electron mass (9.109×10−31kg)
mJ magnetic quantum number
mL orbital magnetic quantum number
ms spin magnetic quantum number
M magnetization
MS saturation magnetization
µ0 magnetic permeability of free space (4π×10−7Hm−1)
µB Bohr magneton
ns number of turns per unit length
N total number of turns
N total number of atoms
ν frequency
peff effective magnetic moment
P primary
φ angle
r position vector
s spin angular momentum quantum number
S total spin
S spin angular momentum
S secondary
t time, hopping integral
T temperature
Tc critical temperature
τ superparamagnetic relaxation time
τ0 microscopic flipping time
θ Weiss temperature
U Coulomb energy, energy reversal barrier
V volume, potential or potential energy
ω angular frequency
Z atomic number
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B. Electronic states of d-electrons
The possible first-row transition metal ions that provide magnetic centers in metal-
 
Figure B.1.: Electronic states of the d-electrons in octahedrally coordinated first-
row transition metal ions in commonly-found oxidation states as taken
from [16].
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B Electronic states of d-electrons
organic complexes with the different oxidation states are shown in Fig. B.1 (taken
from [16]) The d-shell of the transition metal ions which are present in the molecular
magnets contains 10 electrons. An octahedral crystal field can split the d-levels
into a six-fold t2g level and a four-fold eg level as discussed in Chapter 2. This is
shown here. ’A’ signifies an orbitally non-degenerate state, ’E’ represents a doubly-
degenerate state and ’T’, a triply degenerate state. For certain materials the high
spin and low spin states as discussed in Chapter 2 are possible which is shown in
the above figure.
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